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Lot 
Number Title & Description

1

12" x 16" Wyland Lucite Limited Edition Orca Family Statue - Free form clear lucite 
form reminiscent of ice with sun softened edges holding family pod of 3 Orcas/ killer 
whales, etched Wyland signature lower left, numbered 105/950 lower right - in house 
shipping available

2 6" x 4" Russian Lacquerware Box Signed and Numbered with Mythic Cavalry Scene - 
Black Ground, Bright Red Interior - In House Shipping Available

3 Tiffany & Co. Makers Sterling Silver 6 1/2" plate - 16052 A, 7142, 925-1000, beautiful 
rimmed plate. 5.095 ozt {in house shipping available}

4 2 Disney Figurines With Original Boxes & COA - My Little Bambi and Mothe # 14976 & 
Mushroom Dancer Fantasia. {in house shipping available} 

5
2 Art Glass Paperweights incl. Buccaneers Super Bowl Football - Waterford crystal 
Super Bowl 37 Buccaneers football #1691/2003 & Murano with copper fleck (both in 
great condition) {in house shipping available}

6 Hard to Find Victor "His Master's Voice" Neon Sign - AAA Sign Company, Coltsville 
Ohio (completely working) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

7 14K Rose Gold Ring With 11ct Smokey Topaz Cut Stone - size 6 {in house shipping 
available}

8 5 200-D NGC Millennium Set MS 67 PL Sacagawea Dollar Coins - Slabbed and Graded 
by NGC, in house shipping available

9

Elsa de Bruycker Oil on Canvas Panting of Pink Cadillac Flying in to the distance - 
Surrealilst image of cadillac floating above the road in bright retro style, included is 
folio for Elsa's Freedom For All Statue of Liberty Series - 25" x 23"  canvas, framed 29" 
x 28"  local pick up and in house shipping available

10
1887 French Gilt Bronze & Enamel Pendent Hanging Lamp - Signed Emile Jaud Et 
Jeanne Aubert 17 Mai 1887, electrified. 15" wide, 36" long as pictured, has 3 more 
extentions. {in house shipping availble HEAVY}
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11

Bill Mack Alto Relief Plaque of Female Nude on White Ground - 26" x 20" cast female 
verso nude plaque with incised signature, mounted in 36"X30" frame - Bill Mack is the 
world’s preeminent relief sculptor, primarily working in “alto relief” form that 
originated in ancient temple friezes and marble sepulchers and is virtually nonexistent 
in galleries anywhere. To excel in this exacting form, in which foreshortening poses 
daunting technical challenges, Mack is also a master draftsman. Each relief derives 
from painstaking studies of the foreshortened figure-a classic skill that is a major 
factor in to the quality of his reliefs. For over twenty years, Mack paid his dues, 
working mostly as a commissioned artist — from miniature medallic works such as 
the Bicentennial medals for the State of Minnesota and the cities of St. Louis and 
Baltimore, to reliefs and full-round sculptures for corporations such as General 
Motors, Pillsbury, and 3M. Then, in the early 1980s, Mack made a venturous artistic 
move and entered the competitive gallery world with his Alto Relief’ sculptures. 
Today, in the popular contemporary arts, he has developed a major following. in a 
remarkably short time for a contemporary artist, Mack has achieved worldwide 
acceptance, with exhibitions from New York City to Beverly Hills, and from Tokyo to 
Frankfurt. His work is in the collections of former Presidents, Sylvester Stallone, 
Elizabeth Taylor, and Tony Randall. Major public pieces reside in the Statue of Liberty 
National Monument on Liberty Island, in the NBA, NFL International Tennis American 
and Canadian Hockey and United States Figure Skating Halls of Fame Exhibits - in 
house shipping available, boxing charge

12
Lot Of 3 Vintage Bangle Bracelets - 1-early plastic repousse flowers in coral color, 1-
Apple greed type A Jadeite Bangle Bracelet, 1-carved horn pass by bangle bracelet. 
one money {in house shipping available}

13 12 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. amethyst & other gemstones - contents only {in house 
shipping available}

14

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 It's Magical" - From The 
Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed bottom center and on verso -Phillis 
was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, 
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern 
European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the 
vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she 
was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her 
challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic 
influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely 
aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal 
iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both 
human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented 
her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with 
strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). 
Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her 
vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the 
wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-
consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and 
Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}
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15

Lot Of Sterling Silver Native American Jewelry - including cuff bracelet with turquoise 
stone & tooling, size 5 ring with turquoise stone, pair of pierced stud earrings 
With turquoise stones, Bolo Tie with turquoise stones signed Navajo TB. 1.975 total 
ozt.  one money (in house shipping available}

16
3 Pcs. Antique Garnet Jewelry - ring & pierced dangle earrings .830 silver & .900 
pendant on 20" gold filled necklace chain - ring size: 5.5 (all in great condition) {in 
house shipping available}

17

Bill Mack Relief Plaque of Horses in Bronzed Finish - half torso stallion forefront with 
rearing stallion behind patinated bronze finish with incised signature - 12" x 9 1/2" 
plaque size, 21" x 17 1/2" framed - Bill Mack is the world’s preeminent relief sculptor, 
primarily working in “alto relief” form that originated in ancient temple friezes and 
marble sepulchers and is virtually nonexistent in galleries anywhere. To excel in this 
exacting form, in which foreshortening poses daunting technical challenges, Mack is 
also a master draftsman. Each relief derives from painstaking studies of the 
foreshortened figure-a classic skill that is a major factor in to the quality of his reliefs. 
For over twenty years, Mack paid his dues, working mostly as a commissioned artist 
— from miniature medallic works such as the Bicentennial medals for the State of 
Minnesota and the cities of St. Louis and Baltimore, to reliefs and full-round 
sculptures for corporations such as General Motors, Pillsbury, and 3M. Then, in the 
early 1980s, Mack made a venturous artistic move and entered the competitive 
gallery world with his Alto Relief’ sculptures. Today, in the popular contemporary arts, 
he has developed a major following. in a remarkably short time for a contemporary 
artist, Mack has achieved worldwide acceptance, with exhibitions from New York City 
to Beverly Hills, and from Tokyo to Frankfurt. His work is in the collections of former 
Presidents, Sylvester Stallone, Elizabeth Taylor, and Tony Randall. Major public pieces 
reside in the Statue of Liberty National Monument on Liberty Island, in the NBA, NFL 
International Tennis American and Canadian Hockey and United States Figure Skating 
Halls of Fame Exhibits - In House Shipping Available, Extra Boxing Charge

18

Lot Of 2 Self Winding Wrist Watches, Helbros & Paul Le Grande' - Helbros 17 Jewel 
automatic self winding, PUW 1360 Germany with Vintage 10k gold filled Speidel 
expansion bracelet with stainless steel bottom caps..,working, Paul Le Grande' 17 
jewel 36mm Swiss made Automatic self winding 300 feet Divers Incabloc, 679 542601 
Mark Enterprises with Vintage stainless steel Speidel expansion bracelet.{in house 
shipping available}

19
Lot Of Gold Equestrian Jewelry - 1-brooch with riding crop and horse shoe 8K yellow 
gold, 2.7 dwt marked 333. 1-stick pin with horse bust and horse shoe 14K yellow gold 
1.1 dwt. one money {in house shipping available}
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20

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 Beach Sky" - From The 
Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 24" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated 
outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish 
immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social 
realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern 
art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and 
struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from 
which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was 
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, 
brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben 
Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma 
that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and 
number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly 
from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling 
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional 
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely 
gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, 
and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings 
and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with 
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research 
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

21

Gold Fraternal & Sorority Jewelry - 14k gold  with diamond 32nd Degree Masonic 
double eagle on 10k gold stick pin & 10k gold Beta Sigma Phi pin with seed pearls 
(missing 1 seed pearl on torch) both unmarked but guaranteed to be gold {in house 
shipping available}

22 Vintage Native American Navajo Sterling Silver Turquoise Cuff Bracelet - unsigned in 
great condition {in house shipping available}

23

"Walt's Drawing Board" Limited Edition Hand Painted Character Cel 299/950 - 
Commemorative cel created by Disney Artists to commemorate Walt Disney Studios 
"Ink and Paint" Tours, the character outlines transferred to an acetate cel in 
traditional manner and hand painted by Disney artists, with backdrop of black and 
white photo of Walt Disney from 1947 from the Disney Archives. COA and info page 
on verso, Cert signed by Lynn Rippberger and Suzie Ewing, Cel numbered 299/950 - 13 
1/2" x 11 1/2" sight mounted under acrylic in 21" x 19" frame American Royal Arts 
Corp Original Limited Edition Cel Painting label on verso also - in house shipping 
available

24

Collection of Antique & Vintage Fine Sterling Jewelry - incl. 15 jewel Mayer Movement 
2 adjustment .935 fine silver Guilloche enameled ladies watch on orig. chain (missing 
crystal but working and wear to enamel on chain), Krementz sterling enameled 
cufflinks, marcasite pin signed KD, Victorian familia sterling on ribbon bracelet, 
sterling crystal rosary, .800 pin with enamel & carved bone flowers (wear to enamel) 
{in house shipping available}

25
Native American Sterling Cuff Bracelet & Ring Set by Carlisle Jewelry Co. - matching 
pictorial inlay of ground turquoise, malachite, lapis, & more, heavy cuff bracelet 3/4" 
wide x 2 1/5", ring size: 7 {in house shipping available}
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26

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Sign Of The Times" - From 
The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on verso -Phillis was a 
sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European 
Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban 
social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of 
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated 
by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, 
from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she 
was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, 
brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben 
Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma 
that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and 
number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly 
from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling 
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional 
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely 
gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, 
and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings 
and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with 
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research 
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

27 14k White Gold Diamond & Blue Topaz Ring - size: 7.5 (2.3 dwt. incl. stones) 
unmarked but guaranteed to be 14k gold {in house shipping available}

28
Bulova 5AB 17 Jewel Ladies 14K White Gold & Diamond Wrist Watch - movement as 
is, watch case 14k white gold with 18 diamonds, back engraved EJH, bracelet Brite 
stainless steel Hong Kong, {in house shipping available}

29

Asada Benji “Pagoda at Ninnaji Temple” Woodblock Print ca 1950 - "Kyoto Omuro o 
Sakura" - The cherry blossoms and pogoda at Ninnaji Temple which belongs to the 
Shindon Sect. The five-story pagoda is the National Treasure of Japan. The temple 
grounds hav hundreds of cherry trees and may tourists come to enjoy their beauty 
and the temple's historic inerests. 15 3/8" x 10 1/2" paper, edges have been grimmed 
- floating o=mount in 24" x 18" folio frame shows paper edges - some toning, mo=inor 
creasing and edge folds - in house shipping available

30
14k Gold Pendant Moonstone Necklace - 1/2" pendant on 18" chain (pendant 
unmarked but guaranteed to be 14k) (2.0 dwt. incl. moonstone) {in house shipping 
available}

31 2 Antique Pin / Pendant Carved Shell Cameos - Esemco 14k gold & Carla 12k gold filled 
- both 1.25" x 1" {in house shipping available}
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32

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Orange Profile" - From The 
Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed bottom left and on verso -Phillis was 
a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, 
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern 
European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the 
vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she 
was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her 
challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic 
influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely 
aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal 
iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both 
human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented 
her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with 
strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). 
Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her 
vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the 
wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-
consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and 
Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

33 Pair Pearl & Diamond 14k Gold Earrings - 7.5mm pearl surrounded by diamonds in 14k 
yellow gold by Seton Hong Kong {in house shipping available}

34 14k Gold Amethyst Ring - with 4 oval amethyst 7mm x 6mm - size: 6 (3.8 dwt. incl. 
stones) {in house shipping available}

35

Bugs Persona Limited Edition Hand Painted Animation Cel - Issued in 1993, "WB Bob 
Clampett Limited Edition Masters Collection Authentic Hand Painted 1984 Warner 
Bros" screened gold label on front, Screened Ink image openly hand painted by 
Warner bros Artist imge of Bugs with background of varied Bugs persona drawings 
and numbered 353 of 750, COA and info on verso with American Royal Arts Original 
Limted Edition Cel Painting Label -matted under acrylic in 23" tall frame - in house 
shipping available

36
Vintage Classic Design Pearl Flower on Black Glass Background Set in 14k Gold Pin - 
three 3mm pearls - 1" diameter (unmarked but guaranteed to be 14k gold) {in house 
shipping available}

37

Antique Chinese Export Silver Bracelet & Matching Ring - carnelian cabochons with 
enamel decoration in .900 silver bracelet with safety chain and adjustable ring up to 
size 9 (bracelet is in good condition with mild wear in enamel, ring has significant 
wear in enamel) - {in house shipping available}
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38

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Essential" - From The 
Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed bottom center and on verso -Phillis 
was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, 
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern 
European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the 
vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she 
was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her 
challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic 
influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely 
aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal 
iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both 
human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented 
her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with 
strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). 
Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her 
vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the 
wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-
consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and 
Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

39
C. Bucherer Platinum & Diamonds Ladies Wrist Watch - working not cleaned, 15 
jewels Swiss movement, Platinum case with 12 Diamonds, with Simmons braided cord 
and plated metal band {in house shipping available}

40
14k Gold Opal Ring - 4 opals in diamond shape setting with center diamond, size: 5.5 
(3.1 dwt. incl. opals) unmarked but guaranteed to be 14k gold {in house shipping 
available}

41

Warner Bros Bugs Bunny Animation Cell with Studio Background - cel of angry Bugs 
Bunny raised in shadow box fashion above tree and field of partially eaten carrots, as 
seen in "Tortoise Wins by a Hare" - 8 1/2" x 11 1/4" sight under acrylic with  double 
gold rib black mat in 23" x 26" frame - no paperwork, but from estate collection of 
Limited Edtion and original production cels. - in house shipping available

42 6 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. marcasite carnelian & black onyx lady bug, penguin, jade, 
tiger eye, & more  - contents only {in house shipping available}

43

Lot Of 6 Loose Cut Gemstones - including 4 Topaz, matched pair 1ct each intense blue, 
2 1ct oval light blue,.57ct Sapphire pear cut med blue, oval cabochon Silver Obsidian 3
/8" X 5/16", Emerald  about 3/16" square, 1.5ct cut clear crystal, 1/2" X 1/4 pear 
shape cabochon opaque natural tanzanite. all one money {in house shipping available}
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44

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Spidery Flower" - From 
The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 24" signed on verso -Phillis was a 
sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European 
Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban 
social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of 
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated 
by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, 
from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she 
was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, 
brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben 
Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma 
that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and 
number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly 
from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling 
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional 
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely 
gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, 
and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings 
and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with 
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research 
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

45 Potomac Electric Power Co, Employee Badge & 50 Years Matchless Service Hat 
Insignia - {in house shipping available}

46 12 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. turquoise, marcasite, amethyst, tiger eye, black onyx, & 
more - contents only {in house shipping available}

47

Popeye "I Swears by my Spinach" Myron Waldman Signed Painted Limited Edition 
King Features Cel #84/250 -  "Hand-Inked, Hand-Painted Limited Edition King Features 
Syndicate Inc 1993" sticker on obverse, cel signed and matting dedicated to Ruth and 
Lou by Myron Waldman, small lilted edition of 84 of 250 with full COA on verso from 
American Royal Arts Corp - in house shipping available

48
2 Vintage Sterling Silver Art Deco Lavalier Pendant Necklace - 1- 17 1/2" with 
marcasite and blue/violet gemstones. 1- 16" with marcasite and carnelian stone {in 
house shipping available}

49
2 Hand Knotted Freshwater Pearl Necklaces with Fine Findings - 8mm pale pink pearl 
18" necklace & 8" matching bracelet with sterling clasps & 18" baroque with 14k gold 
clasp & beads {in house shipping available}
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50

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Bird Face" - From The 
Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated 
outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish 
immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social 
realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern 
art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and 
struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from 
which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was 
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, 
brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben 
Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma 
that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and 
number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly 
from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling 
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional 
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely 
gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, 
and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings 
and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with 
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research 
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

51
Must De Cartier # 2414 Tank 925 Sterling Silver 26mm Mens / Unisex Wrist Watch - 
with 7 1/2" Italy genuine alligator black INOX watch band. Used Good Condition 
Needs Battery, no papers or box. {in house shipping available}

52

3 Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1880-S, 1882 and 1883 - From estate find of 
10 rolls of collector's uncirculated Morgan dollars, taken from paper roll and put into 
display case -grading and condition is opinion - examine photos for details - in house 
shipping available Priority Mail Insured
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53

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Land Scape Colors Red 
Black" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on verso -Phillis 
was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, 
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern 
European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the 
vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she 
was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her 
challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic 
influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely 
aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal 
iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both 
human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented 
her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with 
strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). 
Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her 
vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the 
wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-
consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and 
Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

54

Michael Christoff 18k White Gold Ruby & Diamond Ring - approx. 5mmx4mm oval 
synthetic ruby center surrounded by 2 rows of diamonds with 3 side diamond accents 
on each side - size: 8 (small abrasion on ruby, not visible to the naked eye) (2.6 dwt. 
incl. stones) {in house shipping available}

55 4PCGS High Grade 1964 Kennedy Silver Half Dollars - 3 PR68 and PR64 CAM - in house 
shipping available

56 Arts & Crafts Stained Glass Window - 18.75"x25" (great condition with no cracks) 
{local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping only}

57 Pair of 14k Gold Amethyst Dangle Earrings - hang 1" long with 6mmx4mm oval 
amethyst (1.4 dwt. both earrings incl. amethyst) {in house shipping available}

58

1938 PR 69 BR Jefferson Nickel - Tough to find in this condition - first year of the 
Jefferson nickels - Bowers and Ruddy Galleries grading and identification card circa 
1960-70s, Coin is not sealed in pack - Grading appears correct but is opinion of B&R 
Galleries, see photos - in house shipping available
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59

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Abstract Sketch Pale 
Green" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed bottom right and 
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, 
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter 
of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of 
NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as 
well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. 
Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from 
polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. 
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She 
absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as 
Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al 
Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer 
with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. 
Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder 
prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, 
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth 
preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, 
love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, 
stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art 
world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain 
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

60

Lot Of 7 Wrist Watch Movements & 1 Pocket Watch Movement - 1- ONSA square face 
25 jewel, self winding, date movement. 1- Hamilton 747 rounded square face 17 
jewel, stem wind, working. 1-Hamilton 637 17Jewel round face "25 years Parker 
Davis" on face. 1-Bulova 10BT 17 jewel no stem. 2-Bulova 11ALAK 17 jewel round face 
self winding. 1- Bulova 11 AC , no stem17 jewels round face. 1-pocket watch no 
name, porcelain dial roman numerals, two color gold wreath only one hand no stem. 
(all 8 sold as is) {in house shipping available}

61

2 Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1902-O and 1904-O - From estate find of 10 
rolls of collector's uncirculated Morgan dollars, taken from paper roll and put into 
display case -grading and condition is opinion - examine photos for details - in house 
shipping available Priority Mail Insured

62

Vintage Real Butterfly Taxidermy 12 pc Specimen Display Framed Collection - Papilio 
Xuthus, Graphium sarpedon, Catopsilia florella, Hypolimnas bo, Neptis sappho, 
Chilasa agestor matsumurae, Papilio helenus, Pieridae, Sasakia charo, Papilionidae, 
Hestina assjmi, and Delias pasitho. {in house shipping available}

63

Heidi Daus "Holiday Classic" Swarovski Crystal & Faceted Black 3 strand Bead 
Necklace. - 3 strands of individually knotted, black glass faceted beads, bib style drop 
features linked Poinsettia designed stations with a single offset bow design covered 
with Pave' and bezel set round and marquise cut Swarovski red and clear crystals. {in 
house shipping available}

64

1935-S San Diego MS 65 Commemorative Silver Half Dollar - Made in connection with 
the 1935 San Diego Pan American Exposition - of those minted, 70,132 remained after 
unsold items were melted down - Bowers and Ruddy Galleries grading and 
identification card circa 1960-70s, Coin is not sealed in pack - Grading appears correct 
but is opinion of B&R Galleries, see photos - in house shipping available
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65

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Delphinium" - From The 
Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed bottom center right and on verso -
Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, 
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter 
of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of 
NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as 
well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. 
Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from 
polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. 
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She 
absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as 
Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al 
Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer 
with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. 
Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder 
prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, 
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth 
preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, 
love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, 
stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art 
world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain 
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

66
3 Pcs. Coral & Turquoise Multi-Strand Beaded Suite - adjustable up to 16.5" 10 strand 
necklace, adjustable up to 10" 5 strand bracelet, & wire pierced earrings {in house 
shipping available}

67

1883-CC MS Grade Morgan Silver Dollar - From estate find of 10 rolls of collector's 
uncirculated Morgan dollars, taken from paper roll and put into display case -grading 
and condition is opinion - examine photos for details - in house shipping available 
Priority Mail Insured

68

Indian Dress & Pant Suit - 4 pc. satin set with full skirt, long sleeve top, long vest, & 
saree with metallic embroidered design (38" bust, 22" sleeve from seam, 34" waist x 
46" long skirt, 46" long x 38" bust vest) & 3 pc. black lace over peach satin pant & long 
short sleeve top with beaded design & saree (32" elastic waist x 40" pant, 38" bust x 
40" long top with lace back) - {in house shipping available}

69
Men's Lot Of Original German Maus Miniature 2mm Pinfire Pistols 1930s - working 
shooting pistols 2 pairs of cufflinks, 2 tie clasps, 1 pendant on chain, 2 cleaning rods, 7 
capsules of 2mm blanks, 1 original box. {in house shipping available}

70
Lucite Display of Uncirculated Proof Quality US Wartime Silver Nickels - 11 Coins inc 
1945 P&D RPM - grading and variation are opinioin, see photos for details - in house 
shipping available

71 Men's Black Leather Interstate Classic Originals Coat - with removable quilted liner - 
size Medium - in good condition {in house shipping available}
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72

Lot Of Sterling Silver Jewelry & 1 Troy Ounce Bar - 1- Johnson Matthey Assayers & 
Refiners 1 Troy oz .999 Fine Silver Bar, fairy brooch with circle and basket (no stones), 
Pair of Mexico cuff links with carved blue stones, hinged bangle bracelet with etched 
design and safety chain, belt buckle with WH initials by swank with bronze belt clip, S. 
Kirk & son wood match holder with repousse flowers, equestrian brooch horse & 
jockey, Mexico sterling and brass adjustable belt bangle, Gorham salt spoon brooch, 
money clip with repousse flowers, and sterling silver esthetic movement pocket knife 
engraved "George". total weight 6.085 ozt.  one money {in house shipping available}

73

1882-CC MS Grade Morgan Silver Dollar - From estate find of 10 rolls of collector's 
uncirculated Morgan dollars, taken from paper roll and put into display case -grading 
and condition is opinion - examine photos for details - in house shipping available 
Priority Mail Insured

74 Pendleton Reversible Wool Blanket - queen size (90"x90") in very good condition {in 
house shipping available}

75

Green, Brown, Red Natural Jade Beaded Necklace With Flower Brooch / Pendant - 
necklace 18" with 25 beads each 16mm, pendant hand carved flower 3 1/2" wide with 
7 stone stamen mounted in sterling. beads weight
139.9 grams, pendant 86.7 grams. {in house shipping available}

76
1943 MS65 BU Walking Liberty Half Dollar - Bowers and Ruddi Galleries grading and 
identification card circa 1970-80s, Coin is not sealed in pack - Grading appears correct 
but is opinion of B&R Galleries, see photos - in house shipping available

77

155.5"x115.5" Persian 100% Wool Pile Hand Knotted Rug - rich red field ground with 4 
directional diamond layered center medallion with pendants, matching spandrels and 
floral sprays in field, border of heart and leaf form medallions with leaf and floral 
vines within double mirrored guard bands - nice condition, thick pile and strong colors,
some wear to edge binding {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

78 14 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. tiger eye, mother of pearl, agate, lapis, snowflake 
obsidian, quartz, & more - contents only {in house shipping only}

79

Canada Wellington 1814 Token, 1896 Far 6 Large Cent and 1923 Key Date Small Cent - 
All sealed in ICCS mylar packs - Wellington Peninsular Ciudad Madrid Token Breton 
#987 WE11A2 EF-45, 1896 Large Cent Far 6 Variant VF-20 and key date 1923 small 
cent F-15 - packs are all sealed - in house shipping available

80
Black Lacquer Hand Painted Lighted Cabinet - with glass shelves and beveled glass 
doors 80" tall x 57" wide x 16" deep {local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
shipping}

81
5 Pair 14k Gold Semi Precious Pierced Post Earrings - incl. oval amethyst, round 
synthetic blue topaz, round synthetic orange tourmaline, small red crystal, & white 
gold ball {in house shipping available}

82
1858 Canadian Large Cent Medal F-12, Slightly Bent in CCCS Mylar Pack -  sealed in 
Canada Coin Certifaction Services mylar pack with ID number, bend is very slight, not 
noticeable in pack - in house shipping available

83
Collection of African Items - throne chair with leather seat and back, 32" x 15" hand 
hewn grain bin with mallet & scoop, plus deer & skunk skin {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

84 Fine Carved Twin Dragon Celadon Jade Bangle Bracelet 42grams - {in house shipping 
available}
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85

2 Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1881-O and 1882-O - From estate find of 10 
rolls of collector's uncirculated Morgan dollars, taken from paper roll and put into 
display case -grading and condition is opinion - examine photos for details - in house 
shipping available Priority Mail Insured

86
Vintage Hand Crafted Record Album Cabinet - 6 moveable red felt lined wood crates 
with handles stacked on base, fits approx. 100 albums fit in each section 21" x 14" x 
13.5" deep {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

87

Vintage Manual Wind 14K Solid White Gold & Diamonds Omega Ladies Wrist Watch - 
Omega Swiss 17 jewel # 485 movement, # 33681747, with original box and papers. 
Omega 1/20 10k white gold clasp and black cord wrist band. {in house shipping 
available}

88

3 Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1878-S, 1880 and 1884-O - From estate find 
of 10 rolls of collector's uncirculated Morgan dollars, taken from paper roll and put 
into display case -grading and condition is opinion - examine photos for details - in 
house shipping available Priority Mail Insured

89 100+ Vintage Sheet Music And Originals By Ernist N. Pineau - see photos {in house 
shipping available}

90
Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. opal & turquoise rings, collar necklace, repousse 
floral cuff bracelet, turquoise pendant necklaces, carnelian bracelet & more {in house 
shipping available}

91

Tray Lot of US Silver Barber Half Dollars, Quarters and Dimes, Walking Liberty 
Quarters and more - 1895-O Barber half dollar, 6 Barber quarters, and 26 dimes, 1 
heavily worn Seated Liberty dime, 11 misc Standing Liberty quarters and 4 Buffalo 
nickels - in house shipping available

92 Vintage Chinese Rice Chest - 37" tall x 32" wide x 20" deep {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

93 Vintage Gucci Black Square Sunglasses with Case - GG 2407/N/S (some minor scuffs 
on the temples and on the lens {in house shipping available}

94

5 1869/1869 RPD-001/FS-302 Three Cent Nickels - 2 cards with Major RPD notation, 2 
listed as VF (one with scratch) - -from estate of long time shield and three cent nickel 
variety enthusiast and collector, variety and grading notations on cards are his 
educated opinion - examine photo for coin details - in house shipping available

95 Arts & Crafts Style Stained Glass Lamp - 23" tall (3 small cracks) {in house shipping 
available}

96
10k Gold Bear on Gold Nugget Background Bolo signed KW - 1" long, marked 10k on 
bottom of foot and tested - gold nugget is layered on sterling silver back (unable to 
provide accurate weight)  {in house shipping available}

97

Lot Of Victorian And Vintage Jewelry - Victorian- 14K yellow gold brooch with cross 
1.5 dwt with stones, hinged bangle with purple stone, gold plated lavalier with purple 
stone on textured chain, gold plated watch chain with picture locket fob, gold plated 
knot brooch/pendent with enamel ribbon, pair of Krementz plated cuff links 
with guilloche enamel, pair of gold plated dress shirt buttons, 24" gold filled chain 
with gold plated folding picture locket. Vintage- pistol brooch with rhinestones. (all 
jewelry is in used condition some with wear and small dings)  {in house shipping 
available}
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98 Red 8 Drawer Storage Cabinet - 36" tall x 18" wide x 16" deep (some signs of use, see 
photos) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

99 Vintage Italian 10k Gold Necklace - 16" long (0.9 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

100 4 MS 66 NGC 1949-S Key Date Roosevelt Silver Dimes - In house shipping available 
through Priority Mail

101
Pair 1970's TSAO Designs Mushroom Shape Lamps - round steel base with plastic 
shades 15 " tall (scratches in paint on bases & yellowing and scratches in shades) {in 
house shipping available}

102 10k White Gold Black Onyx & Diamond Accent Ring - size: 8 (1.6 dwt.) {in house 
shipping available}

103 4 MS 68 PL NGC 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - In house shipping 
available through Priority Mail

104 1940's Cherry Single Highboy by Baker Furniture Company - 71" tall x 35" wide x 19" 
deep {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

105
14k Synthetic Blue Topaz Ring - with rectangle 10mmx8mm synthetic topaz size: 7.5 
(1.7 dwt. incl. topaz, unmarked but guaranteed to be 14k gold) {in house shipping 
available}

106

4 Shield Nickel DDO Die Error Varieties 1867, 1868, 1873 and 1874 - 1867 NR DDO S2-
1003 XF, 1868 Rev '67 DDO SE S1-1040 XF+Nice!, 1873 Closed 3 DDO F04/FS-008 AU 
and 1874 DDO F-05/FS-010 XF - -from estate of long time shield and three cent nickel 
variety enthusiast and collector, variety and grading notations on cards are his 
educated opinion - examine photo for coin details - in house shipping available

107

Tray Lot Of Collectible Trains, Baseball, Marbles, Robot, View Master And More - 2 3D 
view masters, signed baseballs (see photos) John E. Blaha signed space suit photo, 6 
piece Lionel, O27 engine, coal car, Santo Fe the Chief car, baby ruth car, 6012 car, 
6017 caboose, track. pony boy cap gun, 2002 new bright robot, tremble crab and 
octopus figurines, glass jar full of marbles. {in house shipping available}

108 Synthetic Purple Sapphire 10k Gold Ring - emerald cut 13mmx10mm sapphire - size: 
6.5 (2.3 dwt. incl. stone) {in house shipping available}

109
Lot Of Loose Gemstones - Including over 110 cut stones---yellow citrine 11.47 ct , 
emerald cut amethyst, 2 chrome diopside, 5-1ct andesine labradorite oval, pair of 
9x7mm Australian opals, and many more {in house shipping available}

110

Lot Of African Hand Carve Staues & Hand Made Wood And Iron Bucket - Head Piece 
15 1/4" tall with beads., spoon 18 1/2", 2 thin figures 11 1/2", seated monkey9" tall, 2 
female figures 19 1/2" tall and 14'tall. bucket 14 1/2" across, 8" tall. {in house 
shipping available}

111

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. Pandora diamond ring, nautical theme charm 
bracelet with freshwater pearls (pearls as is with visible signs of wear) & 11 sterling 
charms, vintage Farisina flower bracelet, gemstone necklaces, mermaid earrings, 
amethyst and other rings, plus more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not 
broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping 
available}
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112

3 Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1880, 1900-O and 1902-O - From estate find 
of 10 rolls of collector's uncirculated Morgan dollars, taken from paper roll and put 
into display case -grading and condition is opinion - examine photos for details - in 
house shipping available Priority Mail Insured

113
Antique 3 Gallon Salt Glaze Stoneware Butter Churn with Blue 3 Crown Mark - 13 1/2" 
tall X 9 1/2" wide, cream salt glaze, dbl bail wire and wood handles, wood plunger, 
and original lid, lid has chip see photo, {in house shipping available}

114 Victorian 10k Gold Carved Shell Cameo Stick Pin - great sailboat design 2.5" long (3.7 
dwt. incl. shell) {in house shipping available}

115

2 Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1898 and 1898-O - From estate find of 10 
rolls of collector's uncirculated Morgan dollars, taken from paper roll and put into 
display case -grading and condition is opinion - examine photos for details - in house 
shipping available Priority Mail Insured

116
Button, Button... Who's Got The Buttons ?"We do!" - Antique Buttons, set of 20 solid 
brass new old stock Royal Navy buttons, military, , shell, metal, celluloid, plastic, 
wood, lucite and more {in house shipping available}

117 10k Yellow & White Diamond Cluster Ring - size: 8 (1.6 dwt.) (well loved and worn) {in 
house shipping available}

118
2 Early Canada / Newfoundland Fifty Cents 1878 VG-8 and 1898 Large W Obverse 1 F-
12 - Both silver half dollars are sealed in International Coin Certification Services mylar 
packs - in house shipping available

119

Tray Lot Of Collectible Cast Iron, Aluminum & Bronze - Toy Ole puffer cigar bulldog 
cast iron mechanical bank, toy fresh milk cast iron horse and cart, horse and buggy 
cast iron toy with driver and rider, pair of bronze and wood bullfrog door stops, and 3 
aluminum wall hanging airplanes. {in house shipping available}

120

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot with Vintage Taxco - incl. Taxco tribal blue glass cabochon 
bracelet, turquoise cuff bracelet & ring, inlay cross, earrings, & more - we do our best 
to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

121

3 ICCS/CCCS Canada 1859 Large Cent Varieties -2 Wide 9/8 and Narrow 9; Doubled 85 
- International and Canadian Coin Certification Services packs all sealed with ID 
numbers - grading and variations educated opinion of ICCS & CCCS, see photos for 
details - in house shipping available

122
Antique Primitive Kitchen Cupboard - with glass top doors & bottom doors (1 piece) 
75" tall x 15.75" deep x 44.25" wide {local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
shipping}

123 Pair of Prada Sunglasses - #SPR01E with faux tortoise shell temples and amber to red 
fronts (left lens has a deep scratch on the bottom center) {in house shipping available}

124

4 Shield Nickel DDO Die Error Varieties 1868, 1870, 1872 and 1874 - 1868 Rev '67 
Major DDO F-40/FS003.8/S1-1005 XF/AU, 1870 Major DDO F-08 S1-1001 XF+, 1872 
DDO F-110 VF, and 1874 DDo (D South) F-09 F+ - -from estate of long time shield and 
three cent nickel variety enthusiast and collector, variety and grading notations on 
cards are his educated opinion - examine photo for coin details - in house shipping 
available
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125
Vintage Battery Operated Magic Monster w/ Transformable Rubber Face - lights up 
and plays "When the Saints Come Marching In" - working (some signs of age on face) 
{in house shipping available}

126 Synthetic Ruby & Diamond 10k Gold Band - size: 9 (1.2 dwt.) {in house shipping 
available}

127 6 NGC MS 65 1965 Kennedy 40% Silver Half Dollars - in house shipping available

128

11" Korean Joseon Dynasty Buncheong Brown Celadon Glaze Ring Form Wine Bottle - 
with mythic animal form handle, rings tor straps -Joseon Dynasty also known as 
Chosun, 1397-1897 -beautiful patinated aged finih, minor rubbing to top surface of 
ring accents - in house shipping available

129 14k White Gold Diamond Band - size: 7.5 (1.0 dwt. incl. diamonds) {in house shipping 
available}

130

3 Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1882, 1889 and 1900-O - From estate find of 
10 rolls of collector's uncirculated Morgan dollars, taken from paper roll and put into 
display case -grading and condition is opinion - examine photos for details - in house 
shipping available Priority Mail Insured

131 8 Herend Raspberry "Indian Basket" Dinner Plates - 10" with gold trim (in great 
condition) {in house shipping available}

132

Native American Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. men's & women's turquoise rings 
with one by Gilbert Nelson (crack in one turquoise section), turquoise & coral 
necklace pendant, ladies watch  by Carefree Time Pieces with sterling bracelet with 
stainless flex band (watch isn't working, may need battery), pierced earrings, & more - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

133
20 US Walking Liberty Silver Half Dollars - Two 1936, 1939, 1939-D, 1941-D, 1941-S, 
four 1942, two 1943, 1943-D and two 1943-S, 1944, 1944-D and 1944-S, 1945 and 
1946 - in house shipping available

134 9 Waterford Colleen Cut Crystal Champagne Flutes - in house shipping available

135 Orange Garnet 14k Gold Ring - 4 marquise shape garnets in diamond design setting - 
size: 7 (2.0 dwt. incl. garnets) {in house shipping available}

136

Tray Lot of Silver and Antique Foreign Coins - Canada Silver 1937 George VI and 1967 
Elizabeth II Centennial twenty five cents, 2 George V and 2 Elizabeth II ten cents ,1918 
George V 1918 five cents, Norway and Sweden (four10 and four 25 Ore, 1928 50 Ore, 
1904, 1916, 1944, 1947, & 1954 1 Kronor, Gustaf VI Adolf 1959 and 1963 2 Kr and 
1878 Oscar II 2 Kronor,) South Afrika (drilled), Fillipinas, Cuba,  Panama Balboa, British 
Three Pence, 1954 Portugal 10 Esc.  bracelet of 50 1896Guatemala 1/4 Real coins and 
charm style silver bracelet of 15 Canadian 1940s George VI silver dimes, 1916 George 
V Crown (drilled), 1899 copper large cent, 1916 French 10C and 2 Archaic Roman 
small bronze coins including Herod Agrippa AD 37-44 - in house shipping available

137 8 Herend Raspberry "Indian Basket" 10" Dinner Plates - with gold trim (in great 
condition) {in house shipping available}

138 Victorian 9k Gold Bar Pin - with peridot & seed pearls - 2.25" long (2.0 dwt.) {in house 
shipping available}
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139

6 Hand Painted Vintage 4.5" to 5.5" Glass Bridge Lamp Shades - 3 5" thistle form satin 
glass shades with stylized tree and river landscape design ( factory rough grind lip one 
showing minor chatters and fitters with minor factory imperfections, 1 with edge 
abrasions), 5.5" gold iridescent shade with saucer pulled base and conical flare body 
with raised enamel castle scene, 4.5" satin bell form with embossed ridge and reverse 
painted blue floral base band and 5.25" pink cased fabric form with reverse painted 
floral garland drape interior (small edge and fitter chiplet) - in house shipping available

140
Johnson Bronze Co. Pair Of Sculpture Of Foundry Worker / Smelter Bookends - Each 
bookend is 2 pieces, foundry mark on bottom. 6 1/2" Tall, 3" wide and 4" deep. {in 
house shipping available}

141 Pair 10k Gold Amethyst Heart Stud Earrings - with diamond accent (1.4 dwt. both) {in 
house shipping available}

142

31 Pcs Cambridge Vases, Candleholders, Decanter and More - 7" Amber swirl optic 
ball cordial decanter, pr 12" green vases with Keyhole bases, 10 1/2" and 8" Rose 
Point and cobalt 7 1/2" #1702 bud vases, two  three-light Keyhole candlesticks (one 
round one rib optic base) and pr two-light candles, pr Calla Lily candleholders with 
Seagull flower arranger frog - in house shipping available

143

Lot Vintage Baseball Items incl. Signed Balls, 1957 Cincinnati Redlegs Scout Manual, & 
More - 1959 organizational Manual from Cincinnati Farm System & 1957 Cincinnati 
Redlegs Scout Manual, 3 black & white photo prints, Atlanta Braves Piece of History 
dirt from pitcher mound 1966 to 1996, & 11 baseballs incl. 8 signed balls (no COA's) 
{in house shipping available}

144

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry incl. Religious - tri-color puffy heart charm bracelet, 
cross & Ave Maria medal necklaces, key & gemstone pendant earrings, hinged cuff 
bracelet, earrings, & more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or 
missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

145

Tray Lot Of Sterling Silver Tablewares - including  Webster Bon Bon Basket weighted 
foot, Gardner Silver Smiths 3 lite candelabra arm,weighted, oval clothes brush sterling 
mount, International Sterling rimed "Prelude" Glass master salt dish, Birks pin tray 
inscribed "see photo", single napkin ring, and pair of napkin rings in presentation box 
A. N. Cross Colwyn Bay. one money {in house shipping available}

146 Rosenthal Studio Line "Lotus" Glasses - 4 water goblets 7.25", 3 champagne 5 7/8", 7 
wine 6", & 10 sherry 5 1/4" (all in good condition) {in house shipping available}

147 2 Rim Fire Relic Pistols - "Safety Hammer Double Action" and "American Bulldog" 
marked on barrels - in house shipping available

148

Pair Of Greek Brass Margo Cups & 2 Hand Made Copper VesselsCopper Vessels - 
Margo Cups 3" X 4" Hand Made Repousse with Export Lead Tag, Historic Bull 
Design. Copper Vessels 1- Handle cup 4 7/8" X 7" with handle, and one small bail 
bucket. one money {in house shipping available}

149
Signed Jules Perrier Mid Century Enameled Copper Wall Plaque Charger - beautiful 
blue, white, green, & copper abstract design - 18" diameter {in house shipping 
available}

150

Petite Cloisonné, Lacquer and Enamel Ware and other Asian Collectibles - Occupied 
Japan cylinder ash tray case with 8 ind baby farm bird painted lacquer ware on metal -
ash/ pin trays, Cloisonne and Enamel ware butter pats, Japanese Mudmen fisherman 
and  in house shipping available
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151

3 NuArt Iridescent 5 1/4" Art Deco Iridescent Glass Shades - 10 rib panel optic flared 
bell design, 2 Champagne and 1 Marigold/Gold Iridescent, great condition some small 
stretch lines near curve, factory rough line inside base of fitters - in house shipping 
available

152

2 Signed Lucite / Plexiglas Art Sculptures by Louis Hamzif & Ivo - Hamzif 18" X 9" 
plexiglass "hole in purple to blue rectangle" on clear base, has some bumps and looks 
to be missing something in hole glue mark see photo.   Ivo- carved Lucite tusk ,16" tall 
on 6" square clear base.  {in house shipping available}

153

Lot Of 5 Philippines Bolo & Kris Knives With Leather Sheaths - 2 with horse head 
handles 1-12 3/4"  marked Philippines carved horn handle with aluminum 
decorations, and 1- 24" with decorated sheath, 2- with hand carved horn handles and 
polished steel blades 1- 22 1/4" and 1-23 1/4" and 1- 12 1/2" dagger. some rusting 
see photos. {in house shipping available}

154

3 Antique Bronze Medallions and Bronzed Panel - Oval 4 1/2" Dante bust portrait with 
stippled background, 3 1/2" round bronze medallion / medal by G. (Giovanni) 
Cipriani in bas relief, depicts 500th Anniversary of Magnus Laurentius Medices 
(Lorenzo de Medici) obverse also in bas relief reading "Florentia" with Medici 
crest  (3.25" diameter, .5" deep) and bronzed white metal 3" x 8" plaque of Apollo in 
chariot with Cupid and Venus leading throng of gods among the clouds with distant 
castles in landscape below - in house shipping available

155

Collection of Vintage Men's Accoutrements - incl. Masonic and other belt buckles, 
vintage .835 Ibelo Monopol, Zippo, and other lighters, military and fraternal tie tacs 
and bars, 10k gold service pin, bolos and more - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

156

Collection of Vintage Religious, Men's Cufflinks, Watch Chains, Etc. - Cross gold filled 
pen & pencil set with blue enamel cross decoration with diamonds, rosaries with art 
glass, crystal, wood, & plastic beads, antique steel cut bead purse (as is), religious 
medals, cufflinks, Elizabeth Ames lighter, & more - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

157 2 Bronze Figures; Flying Horse of Gansu & Impala - Gansu 7" tall, 8" wide, 3" deep. 
Impala 10 1/4" tall, 8 1/2" wide, 3" deep. {in house shipping available}

158 6 Herend Raspberry "Indian Basket" Plates - 10" with gold trim (in great condition) {in 
house shipping available}

159 7 Jeannette Iris & Herringbone Marigold 9 1/2 Plates Depression Glassware - Super 
unused condition. {in house shi[pping available}

160

Set Of 9 plates 9 1/4" By Copeland Spode, In The "Beverley" Pattern - Off white bone 
china with "pie crust" textured and scalloped rim, and highly detailed black and 
reddish orange transfer ware decoration. Date codes on the backs put these to 
Feb1927. Very good condition with no chips, cracks or repairs; no visible surface 
wear minor crazing to glaze, Measure 9 1/4" " across. (2 plates have, seen on back 
only hairline crack) see photos {in house shipping available}

161
Dooney and Bourke Black Leather Crossbody Bag with Matching Tablet Case - 10"x7" 
crossbody & 12"x16" tablet / portfolio / attache / bag (both gently used please see 
photos, tablet bag has white out stain on inside pocket) {in house shipping available}

162 2 Pc Signed Steuben Crystal - 6 1/2" vse with applied swirl accents and 6" console 
bowl with snail handle - both signed Steuben on base - in house shipping available
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163

Ken & Ingrid Hanson 1998 Hand Blown Charger - 4 1/4" Tall X 19" wide. Ken and Ingrid 
Hanson have worked together since their early college years. Although traditional 
Italian and Swedish glass-blowing techniques inspire them, they employ a bold and 
innovative color palette to create their unique and contemporary art glass. "We 
constantly strive to evolve our ideas to create unique and exciting works of art in 
glass. It is the intensity and unpredictability of hot glass that inspires constant change 
in our work. Through collaboration, we are able share our visions and skills to create 
one-of-a-kind works of art." Ken and Ingrid melt sand and other raw materials into 
glass at temperatures exceeding 2300 degrees Fahrenheit. They gather the molten 
glass onto blow pipes, then through the use of heat, gravity, and centrifugal force, 
they manipulate the glass into beautiful works of art.see photo small pin size chip on 
rim. {in house shipping available}

164 Pair of Vintage Orig. Watercolors of Peter Pan & Tinker Bell - pencil signed Joan Luby, 
frame size: 23.25"x16" {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

165
Fine Line Creations Cigar Casa / Box - Dominican 100 with humatic system & oig. 
paper work, burled wood top (some scratches) 10.5"x16"x5.5" {jn house shipping 
available}

166 Near Complete Album Number One of Barber Liberty Head Quarters 1892-1905 - 39 
coins, missing 1896-S and 1901-S - in house shipping available

167

Dewey {Ernest Dewey} Albinson 1898-1971 Oil On Canvas Waterscape -  22" X 28" oil 
on stretched canvas, water and rock landscape, framed 27" X 33 1/4".  Dewey 
Albinson was born in Minneapolis, March 9, 1898. He began painting at the age of 15, 
and studied at the Minneapolis School of Art, the Art Students' League of New York to 
which he had a scholarship, in Paris and Italy. He has received many awards, and has 
exhibited widely in this country and abroad. Mr. Albinson has executed a mural for 
the Cloquet Minnesota Post Office under the program of the Section of Fine Arts. 
He brought an expressionist approach of bold brushstrokes and strong colors to upper 
Midwestern subjects like farmsteads, towns and cities, Native American life, and the 
North Shore region of Lake Superior. He directed the St. Paul School of Art back in 
Minnesota. During the Depression he painted Minneapolis and University of 
Minnesota scenes for the Public Works of Art Project; painted for, and directed the 
Education Division of, the WPA Federal Art Project in Minnesota; and painted murals 
for the post offices of Cloquet, Minnesota and Marquette, Michigan. Albinson spent 
his final years in Mexico, where he painted a series of canvases based on Miguel 
Cervantes's story of DON QUIXOTE. Albinson's typescript memoirs are in the 
Minnesota Historical Society library. {in house shipping available}

168

Collection of Vintage Toys & Christmas Bulb - standard size base 40 watt 8" Christmas 
figural Santa light bulb was made in Japan in the 1920s to early 1930s. Made of clear 
painted glass and depicts a hooded Santa or Father Christmas figure in long coat 
holding a feather pine tree (major paint loss),  "Regular Saving 
Accumulates Great Wealth" metal bank w/ key (hole in side), & 2 Kohler US Zone 
West Germany wind up cats (1 with box with some damage, no keys) {in house 
shipping available}

169
Lindean Mill 1988 Scottish Art Glass Studio Bowl - 4 1/4" x 7" hand blown, signed and 
dated 1988, apricot with dark rim raised on clear peg foot, fine retro mid century 
aesthetic (in house shipping available)
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170
H. V. Hoek Oil On Canvas Water Foul Landscape - ducks flying acrouse lake with village 
on the distant shore - 20" X 28" canvas in ornate provinicial painted 27" X 36" frame, 
{in house shipping available}

171

6 US Silver Mint Sets - 1956, 1961, 1962, 2 - 1963 and 1964 - In original opened 
manilla envelopes, coins in sealed plastic packs, some tears and rubs and qriting on 
envelopes (1961-1964 with cardboard interiors and Proof coin info page)- in house 
shipping available

172
Vintage Japanese Pottery Covered Jar signed Tsukashi - 10.5"x9", ovate body with 
blue and white  calligraphy medallions on dark brown glaze ground, disc form fitting 
lid, base signed Tsukashi - in house shipping available 

173

Irvin Lindabury Oil Painting of Mt. Mansfield Vermont in October - Irvin L Lindabury 
(1880 - 1962) was active/lived in Massachusetts, New Jersey and is known for New 
England scene painting.  Signed lower left, on canvas: 18"x24", frame: 24.75"x30" {in 
house shipping available}

174

Lot Of Fenton& Other Art Glass - Fenton; 2 Limited Edition hand painted eggs (1999 
Christmas and Easter color, 2" amethyst carnival glass rooster and bunny, opaline 
hand painted duckling and caramel cat shoe, all with original boxes. other glass 
includes mushroom, paper weights and bird {in house shipping available}

175 6 PCGS MS65 1965 Kennedy 40% Silver Half Dollars - In house shipping available 
Priority Mail

176

2 Vintage Framed Oil On Board Landscapes - Harve O. Stahl (1892-1900 Active in 
Pennsylvania) oil on board 8" X 17 1/2", framed 9 3/4" X 19 1/2", "Country Path"  and 
unsigned oil on board 15" X 9", framed 17 1/2 X 11 1/2" Winter Stream Landscape {in 
house shipping available}

177

6 Pcs Elegant Iridescent, Opaque and Stretch Glass - 6" Imperial blue iridescent vase 
with polished pontil (factory flace to edge of pontil mark), 6 1/2" tall Cambridge 
opaque yellow compote, and 8" wide blue azure opaque cupped rim bowl, 8" Paden 
City green rib optic fan vase, 6 1/2" Fenton #643 green stretch glass salver, and circa 
1900 hand painted 4" Fleur de lis custard glass hand painted toothpick - (in house 
shipping available)

178 1964 Aurora Big Frankie Frankenstein Model - 19" tall (good condition with no breaks 
or cracks, there are typical glue spots) {in house shipping available}

179 Mid Century Jere Paris Cafe Bistro Wall Sculpture - 49" wide x17" tall x9" deep (some 
loss in brass color finish) {in house shipping available}

180 Album Number Two of Barber Liberty Head Quarters 1906-1916 (All but 1913-S) - 32 
coins, varied conditions - in house shipping available

181
Garrards London Antique Silver Plate Oval Food Dome - 14" X 10 3/4" oval, 8' tall with 
removable handle, engraved armorial . see photos {local pick up or in house shipping 
available} {local pick up or in house shipping available}

182

Niels Christiansen (1873 - 1960) "Cows Grazing In Field" active/lived in Denmark. - 
well known Danish farm landscape artist - grazing cows at rest in still pastuire land 
with cloud filled sky above - 18" x 27", canvas in  22" x 30" frame - in house shipping 
available, crating charge
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183
14" Signed And Numbered Art Glass Charger - bold colors in modern aesthetic difficult 
to read signature "Passing View 25/30, 12-7-85"- (in house shipping available through 
Priority Mail or Fed Ex)

184
7 US Mint UNC, Proof and Special Mint Sets - 1966 and 4 1967 Special Mint Sets in 
original lucite display with sleeves and 1960 small date and 1963 uncirculated sets in 
similar holders - in house shipping available

185

William Walker Hinnant, Jr Oil On Canvas "Beach Landscape" - Canvas 18" X 24" 
Framed 22 1/4" X 28 1/4" signed Hinnant 71, Mr. Hinnant was born December 30, 
1916, in Norfolk, VA son of the late William Walker Hinnant, Sr. and Eva White 
Hinnant. Roaming the tidelands of Virginia as a boy, William began serious painting 
under his own instruction before he was twelve. He received his Bachelor of Arts 
degree from Duke University and, the degree of Master of Education in Art Curriculum 
from Florida Atlantic University. After serving in Washington, D.C. and Raleigh, North 
Carolina as art director for a visual education campaign sponsored by the United 
States Public Health Service and the Smith Reynolds Foundation, he operated his own 
design studio in Savannah, Georgia, before taking up residence in Mexico City and the 
Republic of Panama. He moved to Miami in 1950, worked for a time on the art staff of 
the Miami Herald, and has operated his own one-man agency and studio since that 
time. 

186

Tray Lot of Asian and Related Collectibles - Cast iron tea ceremony teapot, boxed gold 
plated Oban lucky charm, verdigris patina bronze weight, 10" traditional style doll, 3 
fans in varied conditions ( see pictures, one in boxeith Hiroshige inspired red Fuji 
scene), 2" carved stone buddha head, and paperweight replica of Columbian Gold 
circular Pectoral relic - in house shipping available

187

4 Middle East and Japanese Yatate Scribe's Pen/Brush and Ink holders - 7 1/2" 
streamline Japanese with wire inlay, 8 1/2" bronze with melon form inkpot and 
praying mantis finial (kanji signature embosed on back) and two 7" Persian brass 
rectangular form pen holder with side ink pot with shell lid, one ornately engraved 
with Moroccan interwoven line panel - in house shipping available

188

Donald Wood Watercolor on Paper Horse Head Portrait - beautiful naturalistic 
portrait of chestnut horse with white forehead patch. Donald Wood was a Leeds artist 
who lived between 1889 and 1953. He exhibited widely including works at the Royal 
Academy, Royal Institute, Liverpool, Royal Scottish Academy etc, and wqas known for 
his expressive depiction of horses - unframed 9" x 7 1/2" , framed 18" x 15 1
/2"   Watercolor on paper.   local pick up and in house shipping available

189
15 Washington Quarters, 13 Roosevelt, 17 Mercury, 25 Barber and 1 Won Seated 
Liberty Silver Dimes - Fine tray lot of US silver coinage, varied conditions and dates - 
see photos for details - in house shipping available

190

Brighton Jewelry Lot - incl. 3 necklaces - leather with Peace Love & Gratitude multi 
colored beads and charms, lobster clasp works perfectly, gold tone with heart 
pendant and rose & lip charms, & 2 tone flower pendant, 5 silver bangle bracelets, 
night light replacement shade, & 1 size 8 ring {in house shipping available}

191

Antique Oil on Canvas Painting of Girls in Courthard By F. Tilgner - F Tilgner (1876-
1965) Early 1900s oil on canvas of Dutch girls resting on stones in small courtyard, one 
with doll and one feeding baby chicks with r hen nearby - 10 1/2" x 12 3
/4" canvas size, framed 14 1/2" x 17"  {local pick up or in house shipping available}
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192
Collection of Ink Wells and Oil Lamps - hand signed French pottery inkwell with luster 
accent glazed with dragons, birds and portrait panels, round glass inkwell with metal 
top, traveling/officer's glass and brass inkwell with screw close top,

193
Ruby and Cobalt Cocktail Shakers and 4 Ruby Tumblers - Ruby Shaker stands 10 1/2" 
tall, Cobalt 9" tumblers are 4 1/2" tall and have a coin optic design - in house shipping 
available

194

Gouache painting of Native American on Horseback W. J. Dykgreve ? - Striking image 
of lone Native American upon white horse against blue sky, reflected in still waters 
below -Watercolor on paper, framed 17" x 13"  local pick up and in house shipping 
available

195

39 Antique and Vintage Postcards -27 St Petersburg and Surround and 12 Art Nudrs - 
Vanished St Pete Landmarks like the Famouse Shell Fence, The Boulevard and Brooker 
Creek Bridge Roder Park views, The Green Inn and Egmont Key Lughthouse, Pass-a-
Grille beach, other Downtown photos and 12 art female nude postcards

196 Lot Of WWII And Later Military Insignia Pins And ID - See photos [in house shipping 
available]
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197

Peter Robert Keil "Devil Inside" 1975 - 20" X 16" unframed on masonite signed right 
bottom and titled and signed on verso. Peter Robert Keil was born to an artist 
blacksmith father whom he lost very early in his childhood during World War II. 
During the end phase of the war, Keil's mother, also an artistically talented woman, 
took her son and struggled her way to West Berlin where they settled. This is where 
Peter Robert Keil grew up in the working-class neighborhood of Berlin-Wedding and 
where he discovered his interest in painting – particularly in expressionistic artists and 
in Pablo Picasso's work. From 1954 on, the East Berlin-based painter Otto Nagel 
became his mentor and taught him first craft skills and painting techniques. In 1954, 
he began his traineeship as an artist metalworker and between 1959 and 1961, he 
studied at the University of Arts in Berlin. When the Berlin Wall was built, he lost 
contact with his mentor Otto Nagel and from the early 60s on, Keil started to spend 
more and more time abroad. During his studies at the University of Arts in Berlin, he 
came in contact with numerous other artists who later became influential artists of 
their generation, like  Georg Baselitz, Eugen Schönebeck, Markus Lüpertz and Joachim 
Schmettau.  During his time in Mallorca, he also met with Joan Miró in his studio 
several times.From the early 60s on, Keil established studios in Paris, London, Berlin 
and in the US. Today he mainly lives and works in Zimmerau (Bavaria, Germany), 
Berlin and Los Angeles. In the beginnings of his artistic career, Peter Keil's style was 
influenced by German expressionism. In the works from his early Berlin years, he 
mainly focused on typical big city settings and characters on the fringes of society. 
However, his style changed visibly at the beginning of the 60s when he lived in Paris 
for a while and emerged in the city's nightlife. Keil increasingly parted with his realistic 
approach and developed a new, much more spontaneous and dynamic painting style 
which he developed further during his years in London and finally during his time as 
one of the "Berliner Neue Wilden" at the beginning of the 80s.Since then, the use of 
intensive to lurid colours and the absence of realistic representation have become 
characteristic of his painting style. In his paintings, the colour is applied with quick 
brushstrokes and occasionally with impasto techniques and the images are 
additionally abstracted by the use of Graffiti elements. Keil prefers to paint human 
figures, portraits, big city scenes, landscapes and still life images of flowers. His 
emotional way of painting is mainly driven by a desire for freedom from social 
constraints and conventions. In the past 50 years, he has created numerous large- and 
small scale paintings in oil and mixed media on canvas but also some sculptures in 
wood and steel and a great number of majolicas. {in house shipping available}

198
4 Pcs. Signed Steuben Art Glass - incl. 8.75" handled tray, 6" & 4.75" handled bowls, & 
7.5" footed bowl (some minor scratches but no cracks or chips) {in house shipping 
available}

199

18th-early 20th Century Brass and Related Rulers and other measuring Devices - 
Crichton London 6" protractor ruler with varied scale measurements on back, 6" 
round protractor by W & S Jones Holborn London, brass French shoe size measure 
ruler by Vdr Gayant & Cie and boxwood version missing second inside measure plate, 
12 inch brass ruler by G. & C. Dixey London /J Glenister and TC under Crown touch 
mark (note on back - "Surveyor's Scale Rule made by George and Chales Dixey circa 
1810", 5 1/4" 1930's hand sight level Swift and Anderson Inc Boston, Mass  landscape 
surveying surveyors level, Woodman's Tachometer Speed Indicator (unsigned), 2 mini 
Yamazaki clamps, English cylinder letter lock, and British made brass thread count 
magnifier - in house shipping available

200 Art Deco Blue Glass Wall Plaque with Applied Metallic Maiden with Fruitbasket - 20" 
diameter {in house shipping available}
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201

Tray Lot of World Collectible Glass, Relic Replicas, Commemoratives and more - Pr of 
6 1/2" clam broth vases with elegant enamel drape and garland decoration with gold 
accents, 8" square base crystal cordial decanter with gold decoration, 2 wooden 
trinket boxes including cherry and other woods made by Walter "Walt" Smith 1998,
round woven metal box, South American serpent pipe and carved stone head 
pendant, 2 green marble paperweight , commemorating Spirit of St Louis and First 
Walk on the Moon, 8" composite statue from Belgium, south American design 4" 
vessel, 2 1/2" Museum replica of the Mycenaean gold bull hunt cup, 2 1/2" folded 
raku glazed vessel hand signed, and more - in house shipping available
 

202

Colorful Empasto Oil on Board Landscape by Isadore Firestone - Isadore Firestone 
(1894 - 1979) was active/lived in Ohio / Hungary. Isadore Firestone is known as a 
Painter, illustrator, and caricaturist -Impressionist country streem landscape with light 
reflective color palate in hand painted  frame - frame size: 28.25"x34.25" {in house 
shipping available}

203 Gilt Silver Wall Shelf - 29 1/2" wide, 10 1/2" high, 6 1/2" deep [in house shipping 
available}

204
Rose Pontillo DiCarlo Oil on Canvasboard Still Life with Fruit Bowl and Carafe - Rose 
was among the founding members of the Batavia Society of Artists in 1950. 16"x20" 
canvasboard mounted in 25 1/2"x 29 1/2" frame -in house shipping available

205
Collection of Belly Dancer Costumes - 3 beaded shawl/scarves (black scarf has one 
row of coins unsewn), crocheted spaghetti strap top with fringe, black bikini top, & 4 
sets of castanets - size Small (most is as is condition) {in house shipping available}

206
2 Still Life Oil Paintings Unsigned - orchestra musicians in frame size: 29.5"x23.5" & 
street scene of men gossiping in frame size: 38"x25.75" both on canvas {in house 
shipping available}

207
2 Vintage Hand Stitched & Quilted Quilts - ring and bowtie design with green border 
88"x66"  & Dresden plate with pink border 88"x74" (both well loved with stains but 
no holes) {in house shipping available}

208

147.5" x 105.5" Persian 100% Wool Pile Semi Antique Hand Knotted Rug - Warm 
orange tones on deep blue ground, full sunflower center medallion with matching 
spandrels and pomegranate pendants, extensive arabesque field design and border of 
alternating light 4 direction and extended red panels with single internal guard band - 
significant pile wear, some weft and knots noticeable in high traffic area, some 
staining and fading {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

209
Humorous Hand Colored Pencil Signed Boris O'Klein Dirty Dogs of Paris Etching - 
Pencil signed by O'Brien and titled"Tu Viens Beau Blonde" A Beautiful Blonde - frame: 
9.5x20.5" {in house shipping available}

210

Tampa Bay Buccaneers Coat, T-Shirts, etc. - NFL Proline hooded coat, size Medium 
(seldom worn if ever), NFL Reebok hat (doesn't appeart to be worn), 2 XL tshirts with 
vintage logos (new with tags) & vintage signed canvas duffel bag {in house shipping 
available}

211 Vintage Brass Telescope on Wood Stand - adjustable height up to 65" tall {local pick 
up or buyer arranges third party shipping}
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212
Wilhelm 1910 Oil On Canvas Portrait Of Young Girl - Heavy Glazing, signed lower right 
Wilhelm 1910, 30 1/2" X 24 1/2", framed 35 1/2" X 29 1/2". {in house shipping 
available}

213 Antique Wood Table Top Butter Churn - working condition {in house shipping 
available}

214 Mid Century Copper Woven 4 Panel Room Divider - each panel 72" tall x 18" wide (72" 
wide total) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

215

Roy Nichols Scenic Oil Painting - "Carrie's Place" on canvas. Roy Nichols is a Ringling 
College of Art graduate and has been a landscape painting instructor since 1956, at 
the Art League of Manatee County. Roy and his wife Jossie (also a painter,) operated 
the Art Studio at Fontana Village Resort, in Fontana Dam, North Carolina, where he 
was Artist-in-Residence. Roy and Jossie spend their winters in Sarasota and their 
summers in North Carolina, and painting in both locales. signed lower right, size: 20"
x24" {in house shipping available}

216 Vintage Lift Top Display Table - with glass on sides and top - 26" tall x 17" deep x 21" 
wide {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

217
Wicker Floor Accent Mood Lamp with Fabric Shade - 71" tall x 24" wide x 10" deep 
(fabric shade is yellowed, can be repurposed, hangs on a metal frame) {local pick up 
or buyer arranges third party shipping}

218 Pair of Art Deco Wall Sconces - with orig. frosted glass inserts (need rewiring) 12"tall x 
6" wide x 3.75" deep {in house shipping available}

219
Mahogany Vintage Corner Cabinet with Curved Glass Doors - bottom drawer over 2 
doors 72.5" tall x 35" wide x 15" deep - 1 piece {local pick up or buyer arranges third 
party shipping}

220

157" x 115.5" Persian 100% Wool Pile Hand Knotted Najafabad Rug - Ornate floral 
design of reds, navy blue, creams, accents of periwinkle blue and other colors with 
layered central flower medallion on red field profusely decorated with arabesques of 
vining and Shah Abbas flowers, subtle extended spandrel internal framing, border 
of  navy blue field Shah Abbas florals with double mirrored guard bands, nice 
condition and heavily influenced by the Isfahan tradition with high wood density thick 
pile {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

221 Cigar Casa Humidor Burl Wood - Used good condition. {in house shipping available}

222
Lot Of Vintage African Masks - also 2 carved boxes and 1 hair comb & Pick 1 
Punu Maiden Mask and 1 Dan Mask, some chips on masks {in house shipping 
available}

223 Arched Top Counter Hight Wrought Iron Wine Rack - holds 36 bottles - 46" tall x 9" 
deep x 21.5" wide {Local Pick Up or Buyer Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping}

224

Set Of Germany Treasure Chest Super Stainless Steel 18/8 "Swirl" Pattern Flatware In 
Box - service for 8, 49 pieces, 8 dinner knives, soup spoons, 15 tea spoons, 2 
serving spoons, 8 dinner and salad forks. with storage box. {in house shipping 
available}

225
3 Pieces Of Fine Porcelian Tablewares In Gift Boxes - Sorelle fine porcelain cake plate 
and server, Bombay frabrique en chine blue and white teapot and cups, Bombay 
frabrique en chine set of 4 tea cups liner and lids. {in house shipping available}
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226 Iron Folding Fire Place Screen with Elephant & Palm Tree Design - 35" tall x center 
panel 26.5" wide {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

227

Lot Of Cigar Pocket Carriers - New old stock Toral fine leather flask, Vector KGM case 
with lighter, Cigar Classics dbl aluminum flask, 2-Pinder Bros Ltd pewter dbl, flask, 2- 
wood triple case and 1 dble case, and black soft leather triple case. one money {in 
house shipping available}

228

Giant Clam Shell - 20" long x 13" wide - real shell of  - giant clams are Tridacna Gigas
very large bivalves and are native to the Indian and Pacific Oceans - These are the last 
of the giant shells we'll be offering at auction (some chipping) {in house shipping 
available}

229
Art Deco Nude Dancers Table Lamp - 33" tall male and female dancing couple in black 
composite, with etched glass globe shade(needs s good cleaning) {in house shipping 
available}

230 2 Craftsman's Bench Scott Aluminum Suitcase Humidors - New Old Stock {in house 
shipping available

231 New Waco Casino King Toy Slot Machine In Original box - new old stock never out of 
box. {in house shipping available}

232

7 Pieces Of Technique Enameled Cast Iron Cookware - All in used condition. white 
enamel garlic shaped casserole & matching trivet, orange enamel pumpkin shaped 
casserole & matching trivet, red enamel apple shaped casserole & matching trivet 
extra green enamel trivet. one money {in house shipping available}

233

Giant Clam Shell - 18" long x 11" wide - real shell of  - giant clams are Tridacna Gigas
very large bivalves and are native to the Indian and Pacific Oceans - These are the last 
of the giant shells we'll be offering at auction (some chipping) {in house shipping 
available}

234 Waco Casino King Toy Slot Machines With Original box - working with original box no 
papers or packing foam. {in house shipping available}

235 Frosted Acrylic Dancer Figure - Art Deco design - 25.25" tall (some very minor scuffs) 
{in house shipping available}

236

40 Petite Volumes of Shakespeare - The Yale Shakespeare collection in blue fabric 
bindings Edited by Wilbur L Cross, Tucker Brooke and Willard Higley Durham 
published under the direction of the Department of English, Yale University - includes 
Julius Caesar, Coriolanus, Shakespeare's Sonnets, Cymbeline, King Henry IV Part I, 
Henry The Fourth Part II, Love's Labour Lost, The Taming of the Shrew, Romeo and 
Juliet, King John, Hamlet, Timon of Athena, Titus Andronicus, Measure for Measure, 
Much Ado about Nothing, Macbeth, Pericles - Prince or Tyre, The Merry Wives of 
Windsor, As You Like It, The Winter's tales, Henry the Eighth,All's Wel That Ends Well, 
Richard the Third, Henry The Fifth, The Merchant of Venice, Troilus and Cressida, 
Henry The Sixth Part I Part II and Part III, Shakespeare's Poems, The Comedy of Errors, 
King Lear, The Tempest, Othello, Twelfth Night, Richard The Second, A Midsummer 
Night's Dream, Shakespeare of Stratford and Antony and Cleopatra

237 Asian Inspired Multi-Drawer Lingerie Chest - 18" wide x 20" deep x 55" tall (some 
wear along bottom feet) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

238 Clicquot Club (Klee-Ko) Wooden Crate & One Bottle - Crate 18 3/4" X 12 1/4" X 11" 
tall. bottle 10" X 2 1/2" light green. {in house shipping available}
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239 30 Pcs. of Belleek Porcelain - 4 early black marks and the rest mostly 1st green marks 
(see photos) (all in good condition) {in house shipping available}

240

Baseball and other Sports Cards and Memorabilia - 1979 Set Tops Baseball cards 1-
723 (missing 7,24, 25,30, 39-41, 82, 95, 96, 100, 112, 118, 136, 169, 170, 192, 204, 
214, 215, 244, 255, 259, 285, 289, 300, 320, 320, 318, 320, 330, 345, 348, 356, 369, 
390, 404, 411, 418, 424, 451, 460, 526, 577, 606. 610. 665. 680, 700-708, 711-714, 
716-721), 1994 Diamond Skills Commemorative Sheet, 3 1989 and 2 1990 unopened 
Yearbook Stickers packs, 7 game schedules (1978 Detroit Tigers, 3 2011 Rochester 
Honkers, 1998 Inaugural and 2 1999 The Devil Rays), John Shelby Detroit Tigers 1991 
baseball card signed in marker (not authenticated), Babe Ruth commemorative metal 
and gold foil cards, Petro-Canada All-Star Fan Fest fold out cards, Tickets and match 
covers, Misc metal, printed team signed and personal autographed baseballs, other 
hockey, football, NASCAR, Golf and movie star cards - in house shipping available

241 Antique Walnut 2 Drawer of 3 Drawer Step Back Chest - 44" tall x 41.5" wide x 18" 
deep )damage to repair in back) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

242
Monax American Sweetheart Depression Glass - 9" berry and 1" oval veggie bowls, 
13" platter, 9 cups and 23 saucers, 4 footed sherbet cups, 4 -10 ,25",  3 -9.75, 4 -9" 
and 14 -8" plates

243
Cortland Fly Rod New in Box & Fishing Tackle Box of Lures, Etc. - never used vintage 
Cortland 333 fly rod & tackle box full of lures incl. Heddon, etc. {in house shipping 
available - will be 2 boxes}

244 8 LGB Train Accessories in Orig. Boxes - incl. Operating Logging Mill, 3 railroad signals, 
& 4 semaphores (1 has broken arm) some boxes as is {in house shipping available}

245
2 Reverse Hand Painted Glass 15 3/4" X 7 1/2" Lamp Shades - 3 3/8" vent hole, one 
Dogwood flower pattern un signed and one Magnolia flower pattern signed "Karen 
Roger" . one money. {in house shipping available OVER SIZE BOX ONLY}

246

50 Vintage Vinyl Rock and Roll, Blue Grass, Psychedelic and Other Record Albums - 
Woodstock music from original soundtrack and more 3 record set,The Beatles 
Yesterday and Today, Jo0hn B Sebatian Richard Ruskin, Josh Graves Alone at Last, 
Dueling Banjos from the original sound track of Deliverance, The best of Freddie King, 
Willie Nelson Red Headed Stranger, Buddy Rich Band, Jo Jones Trio, Muktananda Guru 
Gita, Blue Aquarius Jaime Brocket, The buddy Rich Big band Big Swing Face, Blue Grass 
Grows in Florida, The Live Adventures of Mike Bloomfield and Al Kooper, Arlow 
Guthrie Hobo's Lullaby, The Byrds Sweetheart of the Rodeo, Elton John, Garden in the 
City Melanie,  Friar Tut/ Tut taylor, Jimi Hendrix, Harry Chapin Verities and 
balderdash, Mike Auldridge Blues and Bluegrass, Tom Rush Wrong End of the 
Rainbow, The illinois Speed Press, Eric Von Schmidt 2nd Right 3rd Row, Red White and 
Blue Grass Pickin' Up and Very Popular, Bob Dylan, Simon and Garfunkl Sounds of 
Silence plus Parley Sage Rosemary and Thyme, David Bromberg,  Stoney End Linda 
Ronstadt & The Stone Poneys, Leo Kottke Greenhouse and My Feet are Smiling, 
Dillards Roots and Branches, Pete Seeger John Henry, Journey to Infinity, James taylor 
Mud Slide Slim, Seatrain Marblehead Messenger, The Story of the Blues, Seals & Croft 
Summer Breeze, Rita Coolidge Nice Feelin' and The Lady's not for Sale, Bill Monroe 
and The Blue Grass Boys, LindisFurne Dingly Dell, The Association Greatest hits,Rock 
of Ages The Band, -Albums sold As is Where IS - This set is from particular collector's 
private collection, most album covers in good shape and records well cared for - in 
house shipping available
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247

Lot Of Toy Trucks & Cars - Hubley Kiddie Toy gas-oil truck, boat car, fire truck & No. 
476 dump truck, Structo pick up truck, USA dump truck, Tootsietoy Oldsmobile, 
tanker truck, Model T Ford, tractor no trailer, Midgetoy race car, Racing Champions 
inc Dodge race car, Boggs & Buhl delivery truck, yellow un marked rave car, VW Bug 
unmarked, 2 A. Renwal Products race cars, and 3 Glass Vintage fire truck candy 
containers

248

Collection Vintage Baseball Signed Balls, Tampa Bay Devil Rays, & Bob Aldis Model Bat 
- 2 Tampa Bay Devil Rays 1998 Inaugural Game wall plaques, commemorative 
program, Bob Aldis model Adirondack 302 wood bat, & 5 baseballs including signed, 
1971 & other vintage signed baseballs (no COA's) {in  house shipping available}

249

14 Unopened Star Wars Episode I Action Figures and Accessories - Mega-Collectible 
Qui-Gon Jinn with light saber, 2 Electronic Accessory Kits (Gungan catapult with super 
bright lights, and Flash Cannon), 11 HASBRO CommTech Chip talking action figures 
(Jar Jar Binks, Naboo Royal Security, Ody Mandrell with Pit Droid, Senator Palpatine, 
Darth Maul Tatooine, Queen Amidala Coruscant, Watto, Destroyer Droid, Adi Gallia, 
Obi-Wan Kenobi Naboo, and 00M-9 with Blaster and Binoculars - all unopened in 
original bubble packs - in house shipping available

250 Lot Of WWII And Later Military Patches And More - See Photos. [In house shipping 
available]

251

Collection of Vintage Fur Collars, Cummerbunds, & Mesh Purses - 2 full mink stoles, 
mink collar, white ermine collar with beads, 5 cummerbunds, bow ties, 2 mesh purses 
(mild damage to gold tone), & hand painted firkin (some furs as is) {in house shipping 
available}

252

Middle East and Other Brass Boxes, Trays, Art and More - Richard the Lion Hearted 
and Saladin on horseback brass fighting figures with Arabic script, Papyrus art 
of  Ramses II, 3 Trinket/ Jewelry/Cigarette brass boxes,  Miniature Teapot, liner and 4 
handled pots - in house shipping available

253

3 Resident Evil Platinum 2 Series Action Figures Unopened in Bubble Packs - Video 
Game Super Stars Presents Capcom Resident Evil Platinum 2 Series No. 44155 Tyrant/ 
Mr. X with "Clip-On" Bio Cavity, Ada Wong with hand gun and Ivy with Vine Grabbing 
& Jaw Chomping Action, Hunk  with "Aim and Shoot" Action and Zombie with "Tear 
Apart" Action - back of package has character descriptions, details of action features - 
1998 Capcom Co/ Toy Biz and 1999 Marvel Enterprises in House Shipping Available

254

Easter Bunny Conveyor Belt Window Display - Easter Bunny working hard cranking out 
Easter basket presents - (working, motor runs but conveyor belt needs adjustment, 
some stains on bunny and toys) 26" tall x 25" long x 19" wide {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

255

Lot Of 10 Barbie And Friends Od Barbie Dolls - Hallmark limited edition porcelain 1997 
17636 of 24,500 figures, Disney 2000, Disney World 25th  & Disney 30th, University 
Syracuse, Disney Fun, Premier Night, Secret of the three tears,  Disney favorites, 
Spring tea party, And Becky Friend of Barbie I'm The School Teacher. (all with storage 
bumps and rubs) {in house shipping available}

256

Rose Medallion, Nippon and Noritake China Bowls, Plates and Décor - Rose Medallion 
fruit bowl and 8 1/2" antique plate (hairline, Satsuma style decorator egg display, 
Noritake relish with hand painted ship and palm trees, Imari Ware 10 1/2" platter and 
4 7 1/2" plates, 2 melon rib 3 footed cups, and Imperial Nippon 3 footed dresser box 
with silhouette figure sunrise medallion - in house shipping available
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257

Collection of Vintage Building Sets in Orig. Boxes - Kenners Modern As Tomorrow Sets 
- all 1964 set 21 Girder & Panel Building set (141 pcs. 100% complete), set 22 G.&P. B. 
set (234 pcs. 95% complete), & set 23 (376 pcs., 95% complete), & Ideal Super City - 
19687 #3356-3 basic building set 125 pcs. 100% complete), 1967 #3362-1 Town & 
Country building set (240 pcs., 93% complete), & bag of additional parts ({in house 
shipping available}

258

4 Toy Biz Resident Evil 1998 Action Figures Unopened in Bubble Packs - Video Game 
Super Stars Presents Capcom Resident Evil Series No. 44130 Tyrant with Super Slash 
Action, Jill Valentine with Aim and Shoot Action and Web Spinner with Catapulting 
Spider Attack , Zombie with Tear Away Limbs and Forest Speyer with Undead Attack, 
Hunter with Slash Attack Action and Chimera with Exploding Action - back of package 
has character descriptions, details of action features - 1998 Capcom Co/ Toy Biz/ 1999 
Marvel Enterprises - in House Shipping Available

259
6 Franklin Mint House of Erte 8" Decorator Plates by Sevenarts, Ltd - Limited Edition 
Series - includes Symphony in Black, La Merveilleuse, Beauty and the Beast, Diva II, 
Athena, and Glamour, - in house shipping available

260
Tray of Collectibles - incl. Maitland Smith spaniel desk storage box, Russian hand 
painted lacquer box, shell, Goebel (some damage), doll with clothes, & more - 
contents only {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

261 Florida Erie Peeples Surfboard - Classic Design - 79" long {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

262

4 Royal Copenhagen Porcelain King and Queen 1890s Blue & White and 2 Biscuit 
Season Tiles - A pair of King & Queen porcelain plaques in honor of Queen Louise of 
Denmark. Designed by Arnold Krog. Dated 1897. Oval shape with reticulated borders 
topped with a relief of the Danish Royal crown. In underglaze blue, white and maroon 
colors with gilt highlights. We believe these to be an original - PLAQUE #1 : Dedicated 
to Queen Louise of Denmark (1817-1898) with double laurel leaves monogram "LL" 
and the date and year "1817...7 September... 1897" in honor of her 80th birthday. 
Marked with the blue Royal Copenhagen mark 64 and stamped in green, "Danmark". 
PLAQUE #2 : Dedicated to King Christian IX of Denmark. With face to face laurel 
leaves. Monogram and the date and year "1818...8 April...1898" underneath. Marked 
with the blue Royal Copenhagen mark 58 and a crown stamped in green. Inscribed 
"29." in gilt In immaculate condition.  Approximate dimensions : 9 3/8" height; 6 7/8" 
width PLAQUE #3 & 4 - two biscuit plates of late 19th century marked Eneret on 
inverse after Bertel Thorvaldsen, depicting figures emblematic of 6" Spring and 5 3/8" 
Summer

263

Lot Of 17 Die Cast 1:18 Scale Cars - McLaren M16, Pestige Texaco truck, Maisto Jaguar 
XK8, Road Legends;  2- Ford Fairlane Crown Victora 1955, Ford F150 wrecker 1953, 
1934 pickup wrecker, 1959 Chevy impala, 1932 Ford roadster street rod, Anson Ford 
1963 Thunderbird, Mercedes-Benz 500 SL Cabriolet, Racing Chapions 1996 top fuel 
dragster, Goldenline Mira; 2-1955 Buick century, Tonka Polistil Ferrari Calf 1;16 TG & 
Alfetta 1750 Millemiglia 1:16TG {in house shipping available}

264 Case Lot Of Miniture Collectibles - cast iron alligator, fairy, turtle, wood nesting dolls, 
duck, animals, porcelain figuines and more. {in house shipping available}
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265

Art Nouveau Porcelain 7 Pc. Wash Set with Beautiful Pastel Tulip Design by Grindley & 
Co. - 15" covered waste jar, 10" tall wash pitcher & 17" bowl, 8.5" covered commode, 
6" not water pitcher, 4" mug, & 2" soap dish with liner - (in very good condition, 
except the small pitcher has spider crack in base) {in house shipping available, will be 
multiple large boxes}

266 Vintage Mickey Mouse Touch Tone Phone - issued by AT&T 14.5" tall (some mild 
scuffs from use) {in house shipping available}

267

Men's Lot of Jewelry, Pocket Knives, Mugs, Etc. - 2 horn with antler handles & Franklin 
Mint Official Vietnam Veterans Memorial Tankard mugs, Craftsman 9545 & Sabre 644 
pocket knives, wrench & pliers keychains, walrus bolo, bone cufflinks with matching 
tie tack, agate belt buckles, shell jewelry, & more - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

268

11 Pcs Vintage Irish Belleek Porcelains - First Green Mark 9" ewer with profuse 
applied floral decoration, Lotus cream and sugar, Undine creamer and leaf plate, third 
green mark shamrock basketweave ream and sugar and gold mark shamrock basket-
weave 7" vase, 5" honey pot, cream and sugar - in house shipping available

269

Disney Mickey Mouse Table with 4 Chairs - table with Mickey Mouse ear silhouette 
edge band and 4 chrome & wood chairs from Disney resort 30.5" diameter x 29.5" tall 
(some minor signs of use, 1 chair missing 3 feet plugs) {local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party shipping}

270
Lot of Porcelains - Coalport "Revelry" dessert set in orig. presentation box, 
Hutschenreuther teapot with 4 cups & saucers, & 12.5" Limoges hand painted charger 
with pheasant and gold rim (all great condition) {in house shipping available}

271

Pr French Porcelain Mantle Urns with Metal Mounts - 16 1/2" Matched courting 
couple scenes amid scenic landscape, with ribbed white and blue grounds and gold 
accents mounted on gilt metal bases, handles and finials made to easily convert to 
lamps, bottom weigh plates marked FRANCE - in house shipping available

272

155.5" x 102" Persian 100% Wool Pile Hand Knotted Rug - Unusual orange color tones 
with stylized sunflower medallion center accentuated by deep blue outlines, light 
cream ground filled with Arabesque vining and Shah Abbas flowers, subtle  spandrels 
connecting to  border of floral designs with double mirrored guard bands - moderate 
pile wear, some staining and fading {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party 
shipping}

273

7 Pcs Art Glass Vases, Ginger Jar, Candlestick and More - 13" cased glass ginger jar 
with bird and floral decoration, 18" retro mid-century red vase with stretched white 
polka dots, 8 1/2" crystal with spiral swirl cuttings and flared lip, 8" swirl optic vase, 8 
1/2" 1930s Tiffin Nile Green opaque slag glass candlestick and 5 1/2" free form floral 
swirl art glass vase and 4" elephant smoke box with ash tray lid (chip to edge of lid) - 
Local Pick Up Only or Buyer Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping

274

11 Wedgewood Of Etruria & Barlaston Miss Porter's School 10" Plates -  Miss Porter's 
School Farmington Connecticut Founded 1843 including The Head Master's House, 
Adgate Dilworth library, The Gundy, Brick, Colony, New place, Lathrop, The 
Congregational Church, Ward, Gay House, And Humphrey. all in fine condition {in 
house shipping available}

275
Otmar Of Cincinnati Mid Century Modern Walnut Coffee Table - 49 1/2" X 15 1/2" X 
15 1/4" tall, matched veneer walnut burl top lifted on 2  upside down U shaped legs. 
with plaque tag Otmar Of Cincinnati
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276
6 Pc. Sydenstricker Art Glass Embassy Pattern Berry / Dessert Set - black & clear fused 
glass with traditional lacy design, base signed Syden - 12" serving & 5 - 7" bowls {in 
house shipping available}

277
Waterford Cut Crystal Biscuit Jar, Marmalade, Milk Jug, Toothpick and Salt Dip - 
Glandore biscuit jar and lid, marmalade, toothpick and mixed patterns creamer/ milk 
pitcher, salt dip and more -  house shipping available

278

1988 Set of 6 Pencil Signed Carlos Hadaway Prints for Budweiser - 4 in frames 17.5"
x21.5" "You ain't no clydesdale", "Bull rider", "The old six shooter", "Give clyde a bud" 
& 2 unframed 16"x20" "This bud's for you" and "Bud's a shoe in" (some foxing on all) 
{local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

279
Set of 5 Red Eel Skin Business Accoutrements - incl. clutch / shoulder bag, 2 portfolios 
with zipper closures, wallet, & attach (all in unsued condition) {in house shipping 
available}

280 School of Angelfish Metal Art - brightly painted counter top metalware 32"x26" {in 
house shipping available}

281 Curved Front Glass Door & Sides Display Cabinet - with 2 wood shelves 68" x 28" wide 
x 14" deep {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

282 2 Pcs. of Crystal - 8.5" Waterford Huntley Bowl with orig. as is box & 6" swirl Baccarat 
bowl (both pcs. of glass in great condition) {in house shipping available}

283

Easter Glass Hens on Nests, Opaline Eggs in Basket and More - White hen on nest, 
turquoise bird on white tree nest, turquoise and white hand novelty dishes, basket 
full of 11 opaline glass eggs, large opaline egg embossed "Easter", 5" turquoise heart 
nappy and double egg holder with bird finial handle plus 2 Almond Nouveau LE Smith 
sparrows - in house shipping available

284

Collection Of 9 The Windsor Bears of Cranbury Commons Limited Editions - a time to 
remember, mommy, Daddy and me "baby's first step" ,Erin  "the sweetest sounds of 
harmony", Michael "go for it", Jessie "Baby's first birthday", Kyle "look what Santa 
brought me", Mommy and Me "bundle of joy",ommy  and me "baby's first step", 
Maria and Nick "bon voyage" all one money {in house shipping available} try

285

Collection of 25 Civil War Subject Hardcover Books - incl. The Gleam of Bennett's, 
Robert E. Lee the Soldier, Son of the Morning Star, Secret missions of the Civil War, 
Mr. Lincoln's Navy, The Battlefields of the Civil War, God Bless General Early, Custer 
Victorious, Sherman's March, Lee's Last Campaign, Mosby's Rangers, The Final 
Fortress, Vicksburg {in house shipping available}

286

Danbury Mint Shirley Temple "Dress Up Doll" Clothes Collection - All In Original boxes 
Little Miss Broadway, 2 Little Princess, Stand Up And Cheer, Susannah Of The 
Mounties, Bright eyes, Dimples, Just Around the Corner, Our Little Girl, The Little 
Rebel, 2 Stowaway, Captain January, 2 Wee Willie Winkie, Blue Bird, Baby Take A 
bow,  & Little Colonel. All for one money. {in house shipping available}

287 Junghans Oak Wall Clock - Westminster chimes on 1/4 hour. working with key. 0love 
[In house shipping available]

288

Tray Lot of Vintage & Antique Jewelry - incl. Art Deco rhinestone pins & dress clips, 
Victorian steel shoe buckles, Boucher, Trifari, Krementz, Winward, BJ, Weiss, glass 
bangles, cinnebar pin, DeVilbiss atomizer, Atomette, Ambassador, & more - we do our 
best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee 
- contents only {in house shipping available}
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289

Vintage Ladies Lot - incl. vintage hankies, scarves (Jordache, Vera, Rina, gold 
embroidered silk, silk hand embroidered Kai, French, etc.), Paris tapestry and 
embroidered net, Stetson, French Room, & more hats, plus more {in house shipping 
available}

290 Cute Antique Wood Clock Case Converted to Hanging Curio Cabinet - with 3 glass 
shelves 26" x 15" x 7" (in great condition) {in house shipping available}

291

Tray Lot Of Collectibles, Knives, Hub Cap, Camera, Flint Arrow Heads & More 
-  Tibetan silver horse head & dragon tantra vajra dorje phurba axe, antique flint lock 
pistol, cross pen and pencil set in box, large antler handle knife, pocket knives, sheath 
knives, collectible copper bars sone silver and gold plated, key chains,dodge hub cap, 
and more

292
Lot Of MCM Mid Century Modedrn Tablewares - including Pyrex, Fire King, Georges 
Briard, copper tid bit, muddlers, McCoy smile cup, orange USA 3 pc seving tray, 
barware and more. {in house shipping available}

293
8 Lenox Disney Showcase Collection Snow White Figurines - Snow White, The Prince, 
The Empress of Evil, Doc, Dopey, Sneezy, Happy and Grumpy - no boxes, COAs with 
Doc and Dopey - In House Shipping Available

294

5 Horizon 1/6 Scale Movie and Comics Figure Vinyl Model Kits - 1989 Robocop 12" , 
1990 Wolverine 1/6 scale 10", 1992 Dracula Wolf Version,1994 Cable (all opened 
complete box with worn seams and some issues, all unassembled complete), The 
Penguin Batman Returns (Assembled, unpainted, complete but worn box) -in house 
shipping available

295 Jeanette Crystal Iris and Herringbone 9" Water Pitcher and 15 6" Footed Tumblers - in 
house shipping available

296

8" Matched Pair Florintine Art Cameo Green Satin Glass Bud Vases - Soft white floral 
spray enamel decorated vases with free hand mirrored designs, white jeweled lace 
rims and banded feet, acid etch "Florentine Art Cameo" mark to base - in house 
shipping available

297

Collection of Coach Handbags & Wallets - 11"x11" canvas and leather initial handbag, 
9"x13" & 6"x11" canvas and quilted handbags (smaller bag has wear and stains), 
6'x11" canvas & gold leather initial shoulder bag, 2 black & pink leather wallets, 
canvas make-up, shark mini wallet, & never used vintage 7"x5" photo book with orig. 
dust cover (all in used condition, see photos) {in house shipping available}

298 Heisey Pillows Punchbowl - 2 pcs. 11.5" tall on stand (no cracks or chips) (in house 
shipping available)

299
Rare Lenox Disney Showcase "Welcome, Lumiere Style" Figurine with COA - 5 1/2" 
high, Hard to find whimsical expressive form in mint condition - in house shipping 
available

300

Kaiyodo Biollante, Mongoram Creature from the Black Lagoon and Luminators The 
Mummy Model Kits - Mega size Kaiyodo Biollante Soft vinyl model kit from 1989 
Godzilla vs Biollante partially constructed and painted, worn instructions, damage to 
box, appears complete, Monogram 1991 Luminators Neon Monsters The Mummy 
1622 and Creature from the Black Lagoon 1:8 scale 6490

301
5 Littlearth License Plate Handbags & Crossbody - All New with Tags - 3 handbags 
(Florida, England, & USA) & 2 crossbody (Hawaii & Oklahoma) all have tags inside - 
made from recycled license plates and bottle caps {in house shipping available}
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302
7 Pieces Of Wallace "Violet" Sterling Silver Flatware - including 5 dinner knives 9 3/4" 
engraved "Hart", 2 tea spoons 6" no engraving approx weight 3.770 ozt {in house 
shipping available}

303

14 Star Wars Episode I Unopened Action Figures - Darth Maul Tatooine and Jedi duel, 
Obi-Wan Kenobi Jedi duel, Qui-Gon Jinn Naboo, Senator Palpatine with Senate Cam 
Droid, Rune Haako, Nute Gunray, Boss Nass with Gungan Staff, Captain Hanaka, R2-D2 
with booster rockets, Battle Droid, Captain Tarpals, Anakin Skywalker Nabo and Yoda 
with Jedi Council Chair - all unopened in original bubble packs - in house shipping 
available

304
Approx. 25 Vintage Advertising Root Beer Mugs incl. A & W - also Hires, Dog N Suds, 
Mums, Stewarts, Dads, Frostie, Dad's, & more ranging in size from 4.5"-7" plus coffee 
mugs {in house shipping available, box will be large and heavy}

305
Lot Of 29 Sterling Silver Salt Spoons - including 4 
Gorham Strasbourg monogrammed M, 6 Baker Manchester Mfg Co. #1, 2  Watson Co.
plymouth , and many more unmarked {in house shipping available}

306
Impresionist Oil On Masonite Landscape With Horses And Riders - 22 "X 38" board, 
framed 28 "X 44", unsigned. wonderful vintage painting. Bold strokes with an 
emotional palate. marked on verso # 254. {in house shipping available}

307 Album of Roosevelt Silver Dimes, complete 1946-1964 - Complete set of silver 
mintages, 1946-1964 (48 coins) - see photos for details,  in house shipping available

308 Dominick & Haff Sterling "Marie Antoinette" 8 1/2" Cold Meat Fork For Cartier - 3.335 
ozt {in house shipping available}

309

Laszlo Neogrady 1896-1962 Oil On Canvas Winter Mountain Landscape - 24" X 36", 
framed 31" X 43",  winter landscape with mountain & stream. Laszlo Neogrady was 
born in Budapest, Hungary in 1896. He was the son of the artist Anatal Neogrady, and 
he studied painting at the Hungarian Academy of Fine Arts under the artist Ede Ballo. 
Returning to Budapest, he became an art teacher, specializing in watercolor 
techniques From 1922 Laszlo Neogrady exhibited his work at the Hungarian Art 
Gallery. He specialized in painting naturalistic landscapes many of which depicted 
forest scenes in the snow. The artists extensive use of impasto creates an almost 
three dimensional effect in these works. His use of light is usually dramatic and his 
landscapes are very atmospheric {in house shipping available}

310 Pair Of Public School City Of New York Bronze Door Knobs - Heavy Embossed lettering 
on knobs - {in house shipping available}

311 1993 Signed Ken Rosenfeld Floral Art Glass Paperweight - with faceted sides and cut 
ray bottom, signed and R cane {jn house shipping available}

312

George H. Barker Impressionist Pastoral landscape painting with cows by a lake. - 24" 
X 30" canvas, framed 30" X 36". known for his landscapes, rivers, cows and coastal 
scenes, George Barker was born in Baltimore in 1908 of Dutch parentage and studied 
abroad in Holland and Belgium 1930-33. He has won awards for his works. {In house 
shipping available}

313

6 US Mint Silver Uncirculated/Proof Sets - 1953, 1960-64 - 1953 in square cardboard 
folder, 1960 in sealed pack and sisplay case, , 1961, 1962, 1963 and 1964 in unopened 
packs with their original opened manilla envelopes, coins in mint state) - in house 
shipping available
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314

19th Century Scale Weights and Bourn Sovereign Scale - Bourn brass scale to weigh 
gold sovereigns and half sovereigns, Boxed set of 8 disc form with peg handles 20 dk 
to 5 g (all fit perfectly, merged from 2 sets), complete 8 pc nesting cup weights, 2 
English plate weights (10 Penny Weight/240 Grains and 5 Penny Weight/ 120 Grains), 
and 4 square plate weights with arabic weight notations - in house shipping available

315 Signed King Oil On Canvas Landscape - 20" X 30 1/2" canvas, framed 26" X 36". 
landscape with stream. (2 small repairs see photos)  {in house shipping available}

316 2 Signed Vintage Art Glass Paperweights - H. L. Marut 1961 & Glass Eye Studios 1996 
(both in great condition) {in house shipping available}

317 1991 Signed Ken Rosenfeld Vegetable Paperweight - signed with R cane (great 
condition) {in house shipping available}

318 Copper "Aztec Headdress" Wall Sculpture - 5'x3' {local pick up or buyer arranges third 
party shipping}

319
11 US Coronet Matron Head and Braided Hair Large Cents - 5 Coronet Matron's Head 
(1817, 1833, 1834, 1838 and one worn date) , and 6 Coronet Braided Hair (1844, 
1848, 1849, 1850 and two 1854) - in house shipping available

320

4 US Mint Commemorative Silver Dollars and Clad Half Dollar all in Original Display 
Cases and Boxes - 1987 United States Constitution, 1996 National Community Service 
Commemorative Coin, 1997 United States Botanic Garden Proof. 1999 Yellowstone 
National Park Proof silver dollars, and clad US Capitol Visitor Center Commemorative 
Coin Program

321

Arne Bodholdt 1892-1966 Oil on canvas Winter landscape - 27" X 28" canvas, framed 
32" X 34". winter water landscape. He was the son of Danish immigrants, Arnost 
"Arne" Bodholdt was born in 1892 in Waterloo, Iowa. In 1914, Bodholdt received a 
degree in Architecture from the Armour College of Engineering and worked as an 
architect in Chicago. He exhibited and taught at the Art Institute of Chicago. In 1957 
he exhibited two paintings at the Art Institute in their “Non-Jury" Exhibition of 
Chicago Artists, titled “Autumn Moon and Mist and “Spring, A Joyous Moment.” In 
1966, Bodholdt died at the age of 73 in Evanston, IL. {in house shipping available}

322
Relic Belgum Short Barrel Revolver 32cal - barrel marking crown over R over star over 
W, case marked star over W, over all browning, one grip large chip (see photo) ser# 
1088. (in house shipping available}

323 Gorham Sterling Silver Footed 4 3/4" X 2 1/4" Tall Bowl - # 43317, 5.560 ozt {in house 
shipping available}

324
Mario Zilli Oil On Canvas Impressioist Painting Of Man Working Team Of Oxen - Mario 
Zilli Is A Listed Italian Postwar & Contemporary painter who was born in 1918, Bold 
Wide brush work. 20" X 28", Framed 27" X 34. {in house shipping available}

325 5 MS65 1967 40% Silver Kennedy Half Dollars ( 4 NGC, 1 PCGS) - In house shipping 
available through Priority Mail

326
32 Pieces Of Reed & Barton Sterling Silver "Tara" Pattern Flatware - including 10 tea 
spoons 6", 10 seafood forks 5 5/8", 1 cheese spreader 7", and 11 dinner knives 
9  aprox weight 23.45 ozt {in house shipping available}

327 C. Bonotto Oil On Canvas " "A-Frame Cottage Landscape" - 30" X 20" stretched 
canvas, framed 31 3/4" X 21 3/4" Unknown artist & date. {in house shipping available}
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328 Adorable Vintage Sterling Silver Singing Bird Ashtray - with Spanish touch marks under 
leaf - 4" diameter (4.2 troy oz) {in house shipping available}

329 11 1/2" Lladro Porcelain Lady from Majorca #5240 - Wearing head scarf and holdign 
an urn and a fan, Sculpted by Vincent Martinez - in house shipping available

330 Pair of Gros Louis Snow Shoes - made in Canada 48" tall (in good condition except 
leather straps are torn) {in house shipping available}

331
Dansco Album of Roosevelt Clad Dimes with 66 Coins, Complete 1965-1988 (incl. 
Silver Proofs) - Includes San Francisco Mint Proofs and 1979 Variations, all higher 
grade - grading is opinion, check photos for details - in house shipping available

332 2 Royal Doulton Lady Figurines - Wistful HN 2396 & Michele HN 2234 signed on 
bottom (both in great condition) {in house shipping available}

333

Martiros Manoukian Mixed Media Art Deco Style Egyptian Pharaoh Portrait - 
Antiqued cut velvet background, reverse painted on glass round medallion portrait 
with black and glitter backgrounds, signed M Martiros - 18"x14 1/2" sight in antique 
silver finish 30"nx 26 1/2" frame. Armenian-born in 1947, 
Martiros Manoukian's talent emerged at an early age and he began painting seriously 
at age 11. He entered the Academy of Art in Yerevan in 1967, directly from high 
school, traveled to and studied at the academies in Moscow and Leningrad and 
completed his studies in Yerevan in 1972. Martiros’ first exhibit as an adult was in 
1972 in Armenia, in the Young Artists Exhibit sponsored by the Union of Soviet Artists 
– an exhibit later seen in Moscow. At  26, he had the prestigious honor of qualifying to 
become a member of the Union of Soviet Artists. He participated in numerous 
exhibits under the auspices of the Union during the years 1974-1986 and received 
many honors and awards. Martiros holds great fondness for the people and rich 
culture of Armenia, Russia, and the rest of the former USSR. In the USSR, he flourished 
not only as a painter, but also as an artist and designer in many other disciplines. 
However, his material success and outspoken defiance of Communist dogma 
continually brought him serious difficulties. Through his art, he found a means of 
expressing his freedom in symbolic ways, still within the parameters of politically 
acceptable images. Since immigrating to the United States in 1987, Martiros has 
experienced the artistic freedom and success of which he could only dream under the 
communist political system of his homeland. In his artwork, Martiros likes to mix 
materials that aren’t often considered comparable in painting. His philosophy is if you 
can put people together and they can get along, you can do the same in art.

334

Tray Lot of Sterling, .800 Silver and other Collector Spoons - 9 sterling including Turner 
and Simpson 1960 Birmingham Assay, Norway, Japan 950, 1 heavy 833 cream ladle 
with Brazil1889 Petrus II 2000 Reis coin bowl, 9 800 with Danish style, French Minerva 
2 mark, city and others, 16 plate and unknown silver content including  unidentified 
touchmarks, 1940 Portugal coin bowl and more - in house shipping available

335 Lladro Porcelain Unicorn and Friend Figurine #5993 - 9 1/4" tall mounted on clear 
beveled glass oval display - in house shipping available

336
L Ron Hubbard's Battlefield Earth Framed Lithograph "Glencannon's Run" Limited 266
/500 - Framed and matted 36 1/2" X 27 1/4", sight 26" X 18" under plexiglass, 
Japanese edition volume 5, painting by Shun Kijima
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337

2 of The United States Millenium Coinage and Currency Sets - Both sets of coins and 
currency packs are unopened, one with original cello wrap intact. Each set conains 
Brilliant Uncirculated examples of 2000 1 Troy Oz .999 Silver Eagle, 2000-D Millenium 
Sacagawea dollars and Crisp $1 one dollar bank note bill

338

Louis Icart 1984 Limited Edition of 1937 Parfum de Fleurs Porcelain Figurine with 
Original Box - elegant woman reclining on sofa smelling flowers, The Heirloom 
Collection figure #H2002, 1984 DACS/SPADEM #719 of 7,500, original box, brochure 
and gift card plus certificate (original certificate but with incorrect number) - in house 
shipping available

339

MARVEL Collectors Club Exclusive Amazing Spiderman #4167/9990 Signed McFarlane 
Cover Art - 3-D Spiderman figure juts out from the relief moon picture frame ( just out 
of box, screw to mount Spiderman to picture frame is in box), numbered 4167/9990 
and signed in silver by sculptor Shawn Nagle - original shipper box and 
Styrofoam insides, box also marked 4167/9990 - in house shipping available

340

Official Commemorative Cachet Star Trek Autographed By William Shatner With COA - 
Paramount Pictures By Jack London Productions, cover by Keith Birdsong, graphic 
design by Ron Anderson, limited edition, "TO BOLDLY GO WHERE NO MAN HAS GONE 
BEFORE AND BID"

341

Tray Lot Of 800 To Sterling Silver Collector Spoons & Olive Forks - including 6 
Taxco Mid Century Modern pickle forks, Acapulco olive fork,  English fiddle back 
spoon, Loreley 900 sugar shovel, Canada spoon, Juarez Mexico spoon, Iowa spoon, 
Bern spoon 800, Venzia spoon 800, Philippines spoon, Michigan spoon  and more. 
5.940 ozt  {in house shipping available}

342 COMPLETE Album Number Two of Washington Quarters 1946-1959 - 36 coins total, 
varied conditions - in house shipping available

343

1960s Sheaffer "White Dot" Imperial IV Fountian Pen 14K Gold Nib & Pencil Set In 
Burgundy - Molded plastic cap and barrel, gold filled "loss-proof" innerspring clip with 
the Sheaffer White Dot at the top. 14 karat gold hallmarked Inlaid nib, section has 
three mounting points for the cap, section same color as barrel, about 5 3/8 inches 
long capped and 5 5/8 inches posted, "Touchdown" filling system. 

344 18 Pieces Easterling Sterling Silver Flatware "Helene" Pattern - including 12 tea spoons 
6" and  6 dinner knives 9" (12.3 troy oz.) {in house house shipping available}

345 COMPLETE Album Number One of Washington Quarters 1932-1945 - 37 coins total, 
varied conditions - in house shipping available

346
51mm Diesel Men's Mega Chief "Only the Brave" Green Sunray Dial Chronograph 
Watch DZ4495 - New with tags, unused, and unworn, in the original box, leather 
strap, {in house shipping available}

347

Gorham "Chantilly" Flatware Service for 8 - 8 ea. of dinner & salad forks, teaspoons, & 
dinner knives plus butter knife, sugar spoon, 3 larger & 3 smaller serving bowls & 
gravy ladle (all serving pcs. are monogrammed A, the dinner set has no monogram 
(51.1 troy oz. accounting for butter knives) {in house shipping available}
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348

Rare 19th Century Persian Qajar Period/ Ottoman Pocket Astrolabe - 3" to end of 
eyelet, comprising eight pieces including the mater, the rete, three double sided 
plates, The rule, brass center peg and pointer lock. Top quality old world 
craftsmanship,  the mater decorated in the with lobed palmettes and Arabic 
inscriptions. The plates are similarly engraved with stereo graphic projections and 
additional Arabic inscriptions. A fine interlocking pattern graces the outer edge. 
Traditionally, astrolabes were used by astronomers and navigators to determine the 
position in the sky of a celestial body. Astrolabes can be used by day or night, and can 
be used to identify stars or planets, to determine local latitude, to survey, or to 
triangulate. Throughout history, astrolabes have served a crucial and often 
overlooked purpose in the navigation and exploration of the world: astrolabes were 
used in Classical antiquity, the Islamic Golden Age, the European Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance for all these purposes. The present, 19th century example embodies a 
revival of this earlier time, when astrolabes were essential for navigation.
 

349
3 US Mint Prestige Sets - 1984 Olympics, 1986 Ellis Island and 1991 Mount Rushmore - 
each set in suede like album with center front and black display panel, each bearing 
commemorative silver dollar for that year - in house shipping available

350
Sterling Silver 13 1/8" X 17 3/4" Rectangle Tray - Used Condition small surface 
scratches,(see photos for mark and condition) stamped on bottom with Rampant Lion 
& Sterling, unknown maker and date. 47.800 ozt weight. {in house shipping available

351
Near Complete Liberty Standing Quarters Dansco Album 1916-1930 (32 Coins, missing 
5) - Missing 5 coins (1916, 1919-D, 1919-S, 1923-S, and 1924-D),- See Photos for 
Details - in house shipping available

352 French WWII Trench Art Trinket Box - fine folk art construction , hand hammered 
details, top etched "Cigarettes"  front paneled "Le Havre France 1945"

353

4 US Mint Prestige Full Coin Sets (1986, 1988, 1989 & 1990) and 1996 Silver Proof Set 
- 1986 Ellis Island Liberty, 1988 USA Olympics, 1989 Bicentennial of The Congress, and 
1990 Eisenhower Centennial Prestige mint sets with boxes and papers, 1996 Silver 
Proof Set in original sleeve  - in house shipping available

354

18th Century French Brass Folding Section Rule and Square - French French brass 12" 
sector rule dating from the eighteenth century with scales for line of equal parts, 
polygons,line of chords, metals, weights of shot and gun caliber. Unlike English 
sectors, which were used for general calculation, the French ones were generally 
intended for gunnery calculations. Signed Klines A' Paris. Second is a brass French 
hinged 6” folding brass square with integrated plumb bob, has the facility for a plumb 
bob line on one side and the traditional cut 'arch', so when that side was set plumb 
the other side would then be level.This is a square, rule plumb and level with various 
tables for making measurements. unsigned - in house shipping available

355
Chinese Two Tone Teak Tea Table - All Hand Carved top and sides with four 3 footed 
stools that store under table. 30" round, 21" tall. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd 
party shipping}

356 Lot Of Oneida Sterling Silver "Afterglow" Flatware - including 1- gravy ladle 6 1/2"  and 
11 bullion spoons 6 1/2",  15.600 ozt {in house shipping available}

357
Table Top Aluminum & Glass Back Loading Showcase - sliding back doors for loading, 
will take slide lock, all sides ,top, and bottom glass with 2 glass removable shelves. 16" 
X 24" X 12" deep. 
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358
Walnut Demi loon Black Marble Top Chest - marble repaired and mounted on 
plywood, 34 3/4" tall, 39 1/2" wide, 20" deep. brass pull ring hardware, carved drawer 
fronts, raised on claw feet. 

359
1910 Era Square Seth Thomas Arcade 30 Day Gallery Clock - 19" X 19" X 5 1/8" Walnut 
Case, 13" round face with roman numerals, second hand well at 12 o'clock, crank 
wind with crank, working. {in house shipping available with large box}

360
Faux Lizzard Skin Rolling Club Chairs - 33" Tall Back, 20" seat height, 25" wide seat. 
painted black wood and gray black fabric. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
shipping}

361
Pr of Left and Right Facing Bronze Recumbent Lion Sculptures - Approx 30" long and 
17" High with spotted brown and verdigris accent patina, hollow construction - Local 
Pick Up Only or Buyer Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping

362
Life Of A Boy Scout / Eagle Scout Shadow Box - camp patches, awards, IDs, sashes, 
bolos, order of the arrow, Virginia Brian Toothman 1970-80. {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

363
Marble Top Antique Work Window Table with Lathe Turned Legs - 27" tall x 21.5" 
deep x 30" wide (crack in marble, base shows some sign of age) [local pick up or third 
party arranges shipping]

364 Mid Century Modern Stakmore Folding Chairs - Cain Backs and black padded seats. 
30" tall, 17" seat height. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping}

365

69 Marvel and DC Comic Books with X-Men, Rougue, The Flash, Fantastic Four, and 
Many More - 6 X-Men 1(991  Ist Issue - A Legend Reborn with 2 cover variants, 29, 34, 
35, 96,) The Uncanny X Men 302, 304, Bloodties 307, 320 and two 321 X-Men Deluxe, 
The Marvel X-Men collection 3, 5 X-Men Adventures (3, 8, 9, 10, 12), X-Men 
Classic  86, 2 X- Force (16, 30), 4 X-Factor (two 93, 94, 105), X-Men Vs Dracula, X-Men 
2099, Eclipse Comics The Champions 3 of 6, The Incredible Hulk 329, The Young All-
Stars 22, Roque (1, two 2, 3 and 4), Scarlet Witch 1, Fantastic Four (375 375th 
Anniversary foil cover, 1993 64 Page Annual 26, 243), Flash 88, Batman Knightfall 500, 
Captain America 396, Conan (the Barbarian 252 and The Adventurer 2), Firestorm 72, 
The New Teen Titans 7, The Spectacular Spider-Man #179, Worlds Collide Super,an 
The Man f Steel 28, 6 Little Monsters (1, 2,3, 4, 5, 6), The Warlock Chronicles 1,The 
Silver Surfer Warlock Resurrection 3 and 4, Sabre Tooth 1, G.I. Joe A Real American 
Hero 11, Arak Son of Thunder 8, The Jungle Book, The House of Mystery 278, nd 
Candy Computer Whiz Kids (torn cover), 

366
Wicker Sewing Stand With base Shelf and Basket Top - 28" tall top of table x 17" wide 
x 15" deep (solid wood replaced lid, some minor issues to basket edge of base shelf) 
[local pick up or third party arranges shipping]

367

Pair of Antique India Carved Slat Backed Oxbow Chairs - beautiful sacred image 
carvings on back splats, stripped of multiple paint levels showing natural wood,  both 
approximately 36 1/2" tall, 27" wide, 20 1/2" deep  seats are 17" wide, 12 1/2" deep 
and 20" high - Local Pick up Only (resale due to shipping issue)

368

5 Horror Movie and Video Action Figures in Original Bubble Pack - 2001 Top Cow 
Moore Action The Darkness, 2004 Jakks Pacific #41055 Van Helsing Monster Slayer 
Dracula with Flying Feature, Ace Novelty Co. Tales from the Cryptkeeper #55300 The 
Werewolf, 1997 Galoob products MIB Jeebs with Regenerating Heads and 2000 
Pallisades The House of The Dead Series 1 Johnny with axes and Bouere frogs all 
unopened in original bubble packs - in house shipping available
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369 Dale Tiffany Table Lamp With Stained Glass Shade - 24" Tall, Shade 13 1/2" square, 2 
light pull chains (2 cracks on top edge) {in house shipping available}

370
Duncan Phyfe Corner Desk With Leather Top - 32" corner, #0" tall, 4 drawers on each 
side and middle drawer, brass pulls, and leather top. {local pick up or buyer arranges 
3rd party shipping}

371

Collection of Vintage Soda / Pop Bottles incl. Carnival Stretch & Milk Bottle Crate - 
wood & steel Freesmeir's Dairy Ft. Madison Iowa milk crate, 9 stretch bottles - 7-Up, 
Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, A & W, Sunkist, etc., 25 Beer, Soda, & other beverage bottles incl. 
Twang, Kool-Aid, Cheer Up, Hur-Mon, Rink's, Royal Palm, Dr. Swett, Choc-Ola, Coca-
Cola, Pepsi, Milde's, Bullfrog beer, & more, plus 3 pull tab opened beer cans - Miller, 
Stite, dented Colt 45 {local pick up only}

372
Frederick Cooper Raised Enamel Decorated Lotus Design Table Lamp - with great swirl 
silk shade - 28" tall (some small stains in the shade) {in house shipping available, will 
be 2 large boxes}

373 Pair Of Gordon Furn. Co. Leather Top Single Drawer End Tables - with glass protective 
tops, 24 1/2" tall, 20" square. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping}

374

13 Hasbro Star Wars Power of the Jedi Collection 2 Unopened Action Figures with Jedi 
Force File - with 8 page Jedi Force File Booklets - IG-88, Gungan Warrior, Mon 
Calamari, Saesee Tiin, Tusken Raider, Bespin Guard, Sabe, Boss Nass, Queen Amidala, 
K-3PO, Ketwol, Fan's Choice Figure No 1 Ellors Madak, Coruscant Guard - all unopened 
in original bubble packs - in house shipping available

375 Chinese Campher Hand Carved Trunk - 15 1/2" tall, 29 1/4" wide, 14" deep, carved on 
5 sides. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping}

376

Super Full Case of Fashion Jewelry - incl. Laura Ashley watch & bracelet, Avon, 
bracelets, earrings, statement necklaces, Disney Collection, hair jewelry, belts, & more 
- we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is 
no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

377

4 McFarlane Toys Horror Movie and Related Action Figures in Original Bubble Pack - 
1999 Movie Maniacs 2 Figure Feature Film Figure Pumpkinhead and Sleepy Hollow 
Ichabod Crane with bag and tools, 2001 Movie Maniacs 4 Army of Darkness Exclusive 
Ash & Pit Witch, 2002 McFarlane's Monsters Dracula - all unopened in original bubble 
packs - in house shipping available

378 Notebook Full of 2 Partial Masonic Bonnie Blink Corn Husking Tokens (Approx 120) - 
First set complete through 2001 - in house shipping available

379 Lot Of Securty, Fedaral Protective Serice, Naval Base Security, Obsolete Badges, 
Patches And More - See Photos. {in house shipping available}

380
Tales of the Crypt The Cryptkeeper LE Figure in 21" Original Box - Numbered Series 
2424 of 30,000, box has some wear and minor dirt from " try me" opening - 1998 
Spencer Gifts

381
Case Lot of Ready to Sell Jewelry - incl. earrings & bracelets - many new on cards  - we 
do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no 
guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

382
50+ Tray Lot of Vintage Cut, Pressed and Other Crystal & Glass Stoppers - smalll 
perfume and castor, scent bottle ground, perfume with dauber, cut crystal decanter, 
etched design and air trap and more - In house shipping available
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383

13 Hasbro Star Wars Power of the Jedi Collection 1 Unopened Action Figures with Jedi 
Force File - with 8 page Jedi Force File Booklets - Qui-Gon-Jin, Chewbacca, Han Solo 
Bespin Capture, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Darth Maul, Battle Droid, Anakin Skywalker, 
Sandtrooper, Aura Sling, Obi-Wan Kenobi cold weather gear, and Ben (Obi-Wan) 
Kenobi, Leia Organa Bespin Escape and Scout Trooper - all unopened in original 
bubble packs - in house shipping available

384

Case of Vintage Jewelry & Rosaries - incl. Ciner, Jomaz, Trifari, mosaic, coral, carved 
jade with sterling clasp, cufflinks, fresh water pearl 3 pc. suite, hematite Buddha 
necklace, etc. - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing 
pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

385

Asian Porcelain Vases, Ginger Jars and Boxes - boxed set of petite porcelain landscape 
decorated desk/ vanity items with 2 vases, trinket tray and box, pr of 12" hex panel 
ginger jars with peony and calligraphy reverse panel decorations, 6" cylinder box with 
jumping horse decoration, 12" Regent figure, 8" rectangular box with crane 
decoration by WBI China, 14" vase and 10" ginger jar with temple garden panels in 
brick red ground, and pr peacock decorated ginger jars (1 without lid) - local pick up 
only or buyer arrnges third party packing nd shipping

386 Collection of Vintage Matchbox, Hotwheels, Corgi, & Lesney Toy Cars - 30+ {in house 
shipping available}

387

Ladies Lot of Purses, Trinket Boxes, Fans, Etc. - approx. 18 used clutches & hand bags 
incl. Dooney & Burke, Walbarg, Sasha, Joan Bari, Moni Couture, beaded, velvet, etc. 
(most in great condition), Victorian Mondaine compact (never used but loosing paint 
on exterior) enameled trinket boxes, silver plate dresser items, 2 Pot Bellys mini boxes 
for mini treasures in orig. boxes, & more {in house shipping available}

388

Early Heisey EAPG Glass - Sunburst, Beaded Panel & Sunburst, Old Queen Anne and 
Paneled Cane - Late 1800s Sunburst 4 pc bridge set, oval and round nappies, Beaded 
Panel and Sunbursts cruet, 7 shot glasses and 2 wines with worn gold flash rim, 10 
Paneled Cane punch cups and Old Queen Anne #364 11" celery, two 8" pickles (1 with 
tiny edge flake), round and flat nappies and punch cup - in house shipping available

389 Fishing Box Full of Tackle - incl. lots of lures, bobbers, hooks, bait, knife, pliers, flies, 
etc. (all as is in used condition) {in house shipping available}

390

Approx 60Pcs Noritake Occupied Japan Dinnerware = Near complete service for 6 with 
complimentary demitasse set - Approx 45 pc yellow band with pink flowers and gold 
accents consisting of 6 each dinner, salad and bread plates, berry and coup soup 
bowls, saucers and 5 cups,  18" and 13" platters, oval veggie bowl, gravy boat with 
attached liner  and 15 pc. gold decorated red band over yellow tea/ chocolate pot, 
cream and covered sugar with  demitasse cups and saucers- Local pick up only of 
buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

391

5 Vintage Art Glass Paperweights - incl. 2 Caithness Scotland moonflower, 1974 
Perthshire Crieff Scotland, plume design West Virigina glass company, & unsigned 
faceted windows in frosted paperweight with cane center (tiny chip on top)  {in house 
shipping available}

392
Approx. 100 Vintage Peez - incl. characters from Batman, Toy Story, Star Wars, 
Monsters, Sponge Bob, Peanuts, Snoopy, Flintstones, Looney Tunes, Simpsons, 
Holiday, Muppets, The Incredibles, & more {in house shipping available}
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393

Collection of Vintage Purses - incl. clear 1950's lucite with rhinestone decoration hand 
bag (discoloration in lucite from storage) black velvet with rhinestone decoration 
hand bag, metallic thread, black & white beaded and black gabardine clutches, 
needlepoint with lucite handle, & Miss Coco by Nazafarin blue & white faux leather 
with great chain link handle (wear around handle clip) (all in gently used condition, 
see photos) {in house shipping available}

394

Antique Asian Silk Embroiderie, Persian printed Runner and Cross Stich Textiles - Fine 
Silk Embroidered panels in vaied conditions, printed Persian table runner with floral 
motifs, cross stitch panel and bag see photos for details and sizes - in house shipping 
available

395

4 Toy Biz Resident Evil 1998 Series 2 and Platinum 2 Action Figures Unopened in 
Bubble Packs - Video Game Super Stars Presents Capcom Resident Evil  2 Series No. 
44140 William G-3/G-4 with G-Virus Transformation-and Platinum 2  Series No . 
44155 William Birkin with "Squeeze 'N Spin Eyeball and Sherry -  back of package has 
character descriptions, details of action features - 1998 Capcom Co/ Toy Biz and 1999 
Marvel Enterprises in House Shipping Available

396

22 1/2" Antique Green Apple Form Demi John Carboy Bottle - hand blown form with 
irregular base gving the illusin off a real apple, great character with applied lip (some 
internal staining, air bubbles in glass) - Local Pick up Only or Buyer Arranges Third 
Party Packing and Shipping)

397

15 Figural Stem and Other Fine Glass Stemware - Heisey, Morgantown, Val St Lambert 
and more - pr of 5 1/2" Heisey Chanticleer rooster tail stems (one etched "Me"), 6 Val 
St Lambert Lalaing hexagon  cut emerald green tulip shape 5" wines, three 3 1/4" 
swirl optic green bowl sherbet/ saucer champagnes attrib to Steuben, pr 5 1/2" Libby 
Old Crow stems with top hat crow figural stems, and 2 Morgantown 5 1/4" Top Hat 
cocktails (amethyst and dk olive with top hat bust stems) - in house shipping available

398 Lot Of Vintage Stock Advertsing Lithograph Art - art nouveau woman, pinup, political, 
food, automobile, clothing and more {in house shipping available}

399

Lenox Dolphin and Whale Figurines and More - 4 Lenox white bisque whale and 
dolphin group figures with original boxes (Song of the Whales, Journey of the Whales, 
Dance of the Dolphins, and Flight of the Dolphins), and green finish dolphin family by 
Gorham with styrofoam shipper box - in house shipping available

400
21 Heisey Peerless Stemware in Various Sizes - 6 - 8 oz and 2 - 7 oz goblets, 2 - 4 1/2 
oz claret and 2 - 3 1/2 oz burgundy wines, 3 - 1 oz and 3 - 3/4 oz cordials, 2 - 4 oz and 
1 - 3 oz sherbets - in house shipping available

401

5 Coach Bags - incl. 9"x1 0" & 11"x9" bucket patchwork shoulder bags (both show 
signs of use), 11"x12" canvas large initial shoulder bag, 8"x10" burgundy canvas initial 
& suede shoulder bag, & 4"x6" black canvas & leather wristlet (very gently used) ({in 
house shipping available}

402
Collection Approx. 30 Advertising Root Beer Mugs incl. A & W - also Frostop, Dogs N 
Suds, KW Root Beer, BK Root Beer, Wil's Root Beer, Rocherster Root Beer, & more - 
ranging in size from 3.25" to 8.25" {in house shipping available, will be very heavy box}

403 Pink Squire Mini Electric Guitar with Acoustic Amp - acoustic G-10 amp (both working) 
{in house shipping available}

404 Cherry Drop Leaf Table - spindle style legs with gate leg - 48" wide x 22" closed or 68" 
fully open {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}
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405
Vintage Bianchi Specialissima Road Bike Bicycle - classic Italian road bike with orig. 
Bianchi Celeste blue/green (no kick stand, not orig. seat and handlebars, tires as is - 
26" tires) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

406
Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. art glass, crystal, & natural stone beaded 
necklaces, bracelets, & more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken 
or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

407

Lot Of 40+ Ladies / Mens Wrist & Pocket Watches - pocket watches - Elgin quartz with 
box and papers, Majestic with box, papers and leather holster. 1914 Elgin  7 jewel, 
size 12s, nickel damaskeening. Eele 168 with chain. Remington Chroma Glo, Marvel 
Comics Spider Man with leather holster. Wrist Watches- Fossil blue AM-3345 with tin, 
Seiko 21 jewel, date, 6119, CG 119N quartz, Geneuex quartz, US Polo Assn. US8565, 
Guess water pro pink ribbon U10653L1, Ottimo date, Saily De Luxe ladybug pendent, 
and many more, some with issues, as is {in house shipping available}

408

Tray Women's Vintage Vanity & Other Items - incl. black velvet & beaded clutch, 
Italian jewelry Swiss Reuge music box that plays "You Light Up My Life" with locking 
key, piano with cherub music trinket box, (both working) & 3 other trinket boxes, 
rhinestone buttons, shoe buckles, enamel sweater clip, key chains, watches, Buxton 
wallet, & more {in house shipping available}

409

Full Case Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. Lisa tiger pin, Christmas pins, art glass beads, 
seed bead, rhinestone, & more necklaces, bangle bracelets, & more  - we do our best 
to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

410
Tray Men's Vintage Items - incl. keychain size cigar cutter, belt buckles, tie tacks, 
medals, 5 unused 1933's World's Fair postcards, Limoges cufflinks in orig. box, 
watches (as is), & more - contents only

411
Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. crystal, rhinestone, mother of pearl, African, & 
natural bead necklaces,- we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or 
missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

412

Powderhorn, Spy Glass, Inkwells, Accent Pieces, 15 Small Heisey Glass Pieces and 
More - 11" powder horn with etched eagle and applied brass star, 21" antique 
spyglass (some issues), 4 glass Ink wells, swirl rib optic pedestal card holder, pedestal 
cigarette urn, petite drape optic sewing lamp, petite crystal vanity jar with sterling lid 
and perfume with hinged sterling cap and internal glass stopper, 2 glass loupes, and 
collection of small Heisey glass with 6 Mount Vernon/ Diamond Point honey dish 
under plates, sterling decorated Puritan toothpick vase, paneled pedestal nut dish and 
mustard with Heisey mustard spoon, Individual panel sugar and 3 creamers, Saturn 
toothpick, and 2 salt shakers (only 1 with glass top) - in house shipping available, large 
box

413 Lot Of US Military Traning Manuals, Hand Books And Recognition Cards - See Photos 
(in house shipping available)

414
Collection of USA and Canada 1970s Boy Scouts of America Jamboree Patches and 
More - Great collection of patches from troops, events and jambories, neckerchiefs, 
old uniform shirt and more - in house shipping available

415

Full Case of Vintage Jewelry - incl. rhinestone pendants, watches, catholic youth 
bracelet new in box, Monet, 1970's flower power pendant necklace, owls, & so much 
more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but 
this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}
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416 Lenci "Pinocchio" Limited Edition Wool Felt Doll #491/499 - original box and COA & 
tags. {in house shipping available}

417

Case Lot of Vintage & Costume Jewelry - incl. rhinestone, art glass & more beaded 
necklaces, pins, bracelets, & more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not 
broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

418 Antique Sterling Silver Handled Cane - 36" long (some signs of age in sterling, see 
photos) {in house shipping available}

419

Tray Lot OF US Coins and Currency - 3 partial Whitman Coin Albums (Jefferson Nickels, 
Lincoln Memorial Cents albums one and two (see photos for contents), 6-$2 two 
dollar bills (1928 D series, 4 Uncirculated 1976 Bicentennial in presentation binders 
and 2003A Washington Fifty States Commemorative Overprint Series), 1957 B and 
1935 D One Dollar Silver Certificates,   fractional currency (rough), Boxed set of 250 
rolled Uncirculated Denver Mint Jefferson 2005-D Nickels (10 rolls of 25 in 
presentation box),11 Kennedy half dollars in coin disc cases1989 Half Dollar Proof 
Commemorative "Proclaiming the Triumph of Democracy"and set of 12 Presidential 
coins sealed with World Monetary Exchange seal showing 2009 William Henry 
Harrison on outside coin - in house shipping available

420

Tray of Vintage Jewelry - incl. Kramer, Lisner, Coro, Bogoff, Bakelite, Art Deco, lucite, 
mother of pearl, crystal, & more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not 
broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

421
Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Quiet Gifts, Trifari, Avon, Mali, bangles, watches, 
etc. - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this 
is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

422

3 Boxes of 4000+ Magic The Gathering Cards - Wizards of the Coast gaming company - 
most cards are 2012-2020, some 1990s-2000s, some Russian, Japanese and a couple 
Korean, photos show overview of 2 boxes, third box is photoed full, but cards not 
examined or photoed separately - in house shipping available

423
Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Seta, crystal, rhinestone, etc. - we do our best to 
ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

424

Lot Of 30+ Collectible Wrist Watches - including 5 Disney (see Photos), Seiko7430-
5479, 2 Seiko kinetic sports 100 5m42-0b09 self winding, Fossil Es-9736 and Bg-1086, 
Bulova black face real diamond 92N84, Citizen 5920-S028671, Elgin EQ020WAQ, 
Swifa 17 jewel swiss, Citizen 5420-R30223, Geneva Elite 2423 & Zc 1107 4438, D&G 
pink, ACO, Rumours 43412, Moritq, NY& C, Luis Santini Gold Tone with pearls 
3805,  and many more. all sold as is no guarantee {in house shipping available}

425
Very Full Tray of Costume Jewelry - incl. beaded, ethnic, Monet, Hello Kitty, & more  - 
we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no 
guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}
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426

B&W 8x10 photo sets of 1960 USAir Force Rockets, Mohawk Airlines, MacDill 
Odficers, and More - Mohawk Arlines folder brimming with photos of their airplanes, 
stewardesses, promotional flights directors, behind the scenes, and self service check 
in stations (most 8 x 10s, 1964 brochure and other ephemera), official US Air Force 
1960 Series for the launch of Convair Atlas Missle #44D dated 1-26-60 and otger 
Rocket photis, MacDill Airforce Officer photos, many signed, from estate of long time 
secretary there, graphic scrapbook pages detailing the carnage of wa photos of the 
bombing attack on Shanghai and 1932 Newspaper relating Shanghai conditions, and 
misc Military - in house shipping available

427

Case Lot of Vintage Jewelry incl. Many Signed Pcs. - incl. vintage Taxco, Whiting & 
Davis, Panetta, Monet, Vendome, Bob Mackie, Weiss, Hollycraft, Danecraft, Italian 
mosaic, Coro, & more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or 
missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

428 New in Box Oak Lift Top Jewelry Armoire - with side bat wings & 5 drawers - 34.5" tall 
x 12.25" deep x 18.75" wide {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

429

Polaris Lights Releases of 1960s Aurora Model Kits The Witch, Bride of Frankenstein & 
The Go Cart - The Go Cart unopened in original factory seal, The Witch with parts in 
original packs and The Bride of Frankenstien unassembled out of plastic seal but most 
pieces still attached to framework, latter 2 in original boxes with minor edge wear and 
dirt to base of The Witch - in house shipping avaialbe

430

Approx 59 pcs Jeanette Crystal Iris and Herringbone Depression Glass - 4 -12" plates, 
12", 2 -9" and 15 -5 1/2" ruffled rim bowls, 2 butter dishes, 2 pair cream and covered 
sugars, pr candlesticks, 9" vase, 5 3/4" claret, 2 -5 3/4" water goblets, 2 sherbets and 
2 -4" cocktails, 7 cups and saucers and 7 -5 1/2" plates - in house shipping available

431

Collection of Asian Porcelains and Ceramics - 14" polychrome porcelain platter with 
swimming koi, 10" Imari & 10" Chinese painted plates, 10" Grimwades Royal Doulton 
Westminster square plate, 12" Nippon ceramic vase with raised floral decoration, 
pottery basket inspired by old bamboo form, polychrome piillow stand with raised 
calligraphy marks (small chip to corner), 10" vase with peacock decoration 6" globe 
vase and pr salt and peppers plus square brass teapot with incised scenic designs

432

48 Pcs Marigold Iridescent Depression Era/ Collectible Jeanette Iris and Herringbone 
Glass - - 6 each sherbets, tumblers, wines, individual  and small plates, 9" pitcher, 2 
-11 1/2" plates, 2 -8" and 2 -4 1/2" beaded rim berry bowls, 2 -11" ruffle rim  bowls, 1 
-9" vase, 3 cups and 4 saucers covered sugar and butter dish - local pick up only or 
buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

433

Shelf Full of Battery Operated and Scented Soy Decorator candles - 12 battery 
operated candles with natural wax exterior (batteries not included) in embossed 
heart, pillar, lotus bud and twisted tier forms, basket of 6 quart jars and 2 sets of four 
8 oz size baking and country scent soy candles - in house shipping available

434
5'6" x 2'8" Vintage Persian Karastan 100% Wool Runner Rug - edge accents of low pile 
and raised pile bands, deep red color theme,  center medallion with bird  motif with 
thick wool pile on wool weft {in house shipping available}

435 Lot Of Military Uniforms Jackets Hats Packs, Boots And More - See Photos. [in house 
shipping available}

436 Marquetry Inlaid Wood Folk Art Of Barnyard Well - framed  29" x 21 1/8"  {in house 
shipping available}
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437 Vintage Brass & Lucite Adjustable Floor Reading Lamp - adjusts from 43"-58" tall on 
marble base {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

438

Alexander Calder & Pablo Picasso Lithographs - Alexander Calder Original lithograph 
on paper, signed in the plate; unframed. Title: Autumn Harvest, 1969. Full Sheet: 17.5 
x 25.5in. (unauthenticated pencil monogram signature "AC") Pablo Picasso 10 1/4" X 
13 7/8" "Artist and Male Nude Model" lithograph mounted & matted. both one 
money {in house shipping available}

439 Antique Oak Petite Drop Front Desk - 41" tall, 27" wide, and 13 1/2" deep, blonde oak. 
{local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipper}

440

Cherry (1935) for Maurice Chevalier by Roger de Valerio Large Advertising Poster - 
Roger de Valerio (1886-1951) designed this "Cherry" (Brandy) advertisement in 1935. 
The poster promoted a cherry brandy that Maurice Chevalier launched under his own 
name. sight 62" X 47", framed 56 5/8" X 50". (water stain and pucker top right) see 
photos. (local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipper)

441
36" Lighted Glass Floor Showcase NEEDS KEY -  43" X 36" xX 21 1/4" deep, front 
loading with bypass doors, glass top, sides, and front. locking bottom storage, 3 
graduated adjustable shelves. sliding door will take lock. gray exterior white interior. 

442

Herbie Rose Watercolor of Verdant Courtyard with Roosters - Jamaican American 
Watercolorist well known for his Florida landscapes with a Caribbean flair with 
Studios in Jamaica and Bradenton - colorful courtyard scene of rooster, hen and chicks 
feeding in front of picket fence with hibiscus, palm and banana trees surrounding 
clapboard house - signed Herbie Rose '98 matted under plexiglas in 45"× 37" frame, 
22" X 30 1/8" water color paper. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping}

443
Table Top Showcase All Glass On Wood Base, Bypass Rear Loading Doors With Lock 
NEEDS A KEY - 24" X 21 1/2" X 8" deep. 3 glass shelves and mirror bottom shelf  (small 
chip in glass edge top left front) see photos {in house shipping available}

444 Black Leather Saddle Bags Horse Or Motorcycle - 17" long  X 12" high X 6":deep with 
adjustable strap. new condition. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

445
2 Door Walnut Lighted Book Case/ Disply Cabinet - 57 1/2" tall, 48" wide, 14 1/4" 
deep, each shelf is lighted with 2 lights each, all wired to central plugs on external 
back side {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping}

446

Orrefors, Tiffin and other Art Glass and Crystal - 7 1/2" Tiffin Killarney green vase with 
3 free form pulled clear feet, 4 1/2" Orrefors heavy wall eight panel swirl bowl with 
original box, EAPG Oil Light converted to electric,4" retro Chinese panel green flower 
planter bowl, 3 paperweights, amber pebble form ashtray, Crystolite coaster, black 
glass stand and jadite flower frog - in house shipping available

447
Set Mid Century Lamps & Swag Light - incl. pair of 34" tall table lamps with amber 
glass night light in base and new shades & matching hanging swag light with chain 
{local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

448

Kellogg Redbar 1000 Series Masterphone, - 1952 Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
Chicago - Widely promoted during the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company’s 50th 
anniversary in 1947, the 1000 Series “Redbar” Masterphone is a bit of a postwar icon. 
It might not have the rich oak exterior of an early box phone or the brass shimmer of 
an old candlestick model, but compared to the way most mid-century phones were 
shedding sex appeal with each technological advancement, the curvaceous Redbar 
was the bakelite black beauty of its day.
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449

Large Lot of Fine Heddon and Other Fishing Lures, Tackle Boxes and Reels - 2 tackle 
boxes FULL of 100+ lures, most in like brand new condition and lots of Heddon 
examples, flies in cases, accessories and 14 reels (2 J.A. Coxe 60 C wind reels in 
original boxes, Pflueger Summit with original tag and papers, Ocean City 1810,2 No 
1924 Direct Drive by Shakespeare, (all in like new condition) large used reels Penn 
Squall 50LD, Saltist, and Mohawk 250 Yds, and 5 as is Vintage No 1250 South 
Bend Model E, No 180 Spin Wondereel Deluxe by Shakespeare, two Open Face 
Shakesoeare No 1780 Wonder Spin Model FF, No 1850 Spinning Reel by Shakespeare 
Series H and more - in house shipping available

450 Crosman 760 Pumpmaster 177 Caliber Air Rifle & Double Eagle M47 Air Rifle - 2 for 
one money, both in working condition. {in house shipping available}

451 6 Pcs. Bali Hand Carved Wood Figures - incl. snake charmer with cobra and  2 - 12.5", 
10.5", 9" & 8" busts with head dresses {in house shipping available}

452

25 A & P Grocery Store B&W 8x10 Display Photos and Brochure, 1928-1960 - Photo 
sets dated 1928, 1937, 1941 and 1960, most 8" x 10" or so with produce, canned 
goods, bulk barrel and butcher displays, store fronts, owners and specialty item set 
ups from varied stores plus 1929 brochure of Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company (A & P) 
Distribution building 

453

45 Vintage Record Albums incl. Sets - Wings, Fleetwood Mac, Stephen Stills 2, ABBA, 
Little River Band, We Are The World Album, Linda Ronstadt, Oak Ridge Boys, Peter, 
Paul, & Mary, Emerson, Lake & Palmer, Loggins & Messina, Pat Benatar, Bruce 
Springsteen, Krokus, Axe, Deep Purple, Anvil, Styx, Grand Funk, Steve Miller, 
Steppenwolf, Michael Jackson, Queen, Heart, Elton John, Doobie Brothers, Madonna, 
Beach Boys, Commdores, Jackson Browne, Kansas, Air Supply, & more {media mail in 
house shipping available}

454
68 Piece Oneida Queen Bess II Tudor Plate Flatware Set For 12 - 12-dinner knives, 1 
butter, 12 tea spoons 12 bullion, 3 table and 1 serving, 12 dinner forks, salad/dessert, 
1 serving, 1 ladle, and 1 pie server (one money) {in house shipping available}

455 Lot Of 5 Barbie Dolls In Boxes - Including Christian Dior, Barbie & Elvis live on stage, 
Angle Of Joy, Holiday Ball, and Holiday Jewel. {in house shipping available"

456

Collection Of Cigar Humidors - New & Used old stock   Used Wellington Humidor Co. 
black gold fleck case, new Craftsman's Bench Spanish cedar lined leather case, used 
Cigar caddy gray  plastic, black and brown leather trim nylon caddy with shoulder 
strap, and 2 small wood humidors one slide top one hinged top. {in house shipping 
available}

457

Lot Of 5 Esco Products Chalk Statues Of Ronald Reagan, Cary Grant, 2 Reggie Van 
Gleason III & Spanky - 2-Reggie Van Gleason III 18 1/4 tall {one with hat chip 
repair), Cary Grant 16 3/4" tall, Ronald Reagan 17 1/2" tall, Little Rascals Spanky 13 1
/2" tall (all from a smoke / cigar shop, all with dark patina) { in house shipping 
available Large Box}

458

Dooney and Bourke Bags, Wristlets, & Wallets - 2 canvas initial (9"x11" black bucket 
shoulder & 8"x11" pale blue initial shoulder bag, 8"x13" ostrich leather handbag
/shoulder bag, 2 wristlets (black leather & initial canvas), & 3 wallets (black & green 
leather, & canvas initial) (all gently used, canvas blue bag & initial wallet have 
discoloration, the others are in very gently used) {in house shipping available}
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459

2 Advertising Lights & 1 Store Ashtray - never used GPC Cigarttes floor stand ashtray 
with sand and orig. shipping box, Camel Genuine Taste counter/cooler top light, & 
Camel Where a Man Belongs light (lights up but motion light not working) {local pick 
up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

460
6 Hard to Find Crystal Jeanette Iris and Herringbone Bowls and Candy Jar - 2 11" fruit 
bowls with flat rim. 8" and 2 4 1/2" Beaded edge berry bowls, and candy jar with lid - 
in house shipping available

461 Spelter Hunter And Bird Dog Figural Table Lamp With Crackle Glass Amber Shade - 11" 
tall, 8" wide, 4" deep. {in house shipping available}

462

Heisey Glass Cruets and Colognes and 2 Cut Crystal Cruets - 9 Heisey cruets incl pr 
Plain Panel #424 6 0z #8 stopper, pr Flat Panel #352 2 oz #1 stopper ( only one has a 
stopper), Banded Flute #150 4 oz oil, Empress #1401, #1225 Sawtooth Bands, Budging 
Band, and unidentified (possibly Peerless), 2 Heisey Colognes (Cologne #490 2 oz #66 
stopper and #325 Pillows) plus 2 cut crystal cruets (7 1/2" Georgian cut neck 
attributed to Mt Washington and 7 1/4" ornate cut conical form) - in house shipping 
available

463
Collection of Vintage Belly Dancer & Other Jewelry - incl. head piece (mannequin not 
included), 4 belts, 2 necklaces, 3 bracelets, 5 sets of brass castanets & 11 wood 
and bakelite castanets, 3morocco's, etc. {in house shipping available}

464 Iris & Herringbone Depression Glass Pitcher & 15 Iced Tea Glasses - 6" footed iced tea 
glasses with 8.5" pitcher (all good condition) {in house shipping available}

465

31 Pcs. Japanese Satsuma Moriage Kannon & Arhat Design Tea Ware - 11 dessert 
plates, 10 cups and nine saucers marked with double Ts in triangles mark of the Takito 
Company used between 1922 and 1944 and decorated with bold slip glaze accented 
design of Kannon & Arhats with gold halo accents and naturalistic painted faces and 7 
1/2" teapot of slightly later design - in house shipping available 

466
Box Lot Of Cigar Accessories - cutter, lighters, poke & smoke, cigar minders, Vector 
KGM Table Lighter, Vector micro burner, and more (one money) {in house shipping 
available}

467 Janome Sewing Machine with Rolling Travel Case - model Skyline S5 with instruction 
booklet (working but missing extension storage table) {in house shipping available}

468

10 Pcs Blue Onion Meissen and V&B China - Meissen oval mark 10 1/2" oval utilility 
platter, 9 1/2" bowl, Meissen cross mark creamer and 7 1/2" plate (rim chip), and 6 
Villeroy and Boch "Dresden" pattern version plates (one with hairline) - in house 
shipping available

469

Cambridge Glass and Farberware Chrome Collection - 5 compotes (7" and 3 - 5 1/2" 
amethyst, 1 - 5 1/2" cobalt), 2 amber inserts in chrome peg holders (plus 3 without 
inserts) and 1 chrome candlestick, 3 chrome small basket handle relish dishes (square 
cobalt and oval emerald liners, one without glass), rectangular 2 part Gadroon relish 
with chrome base plus 2 go along chrome and glass cocktail stems (New Martinsville 
ruby moon drops and Morgantown amber tulip form) - in house shipping available

470

3 Brighton Shoulder Bags - 11"x6" metallic gold leather lame, 10"x12" brown & black 
leather bucket, & 8"x9" pink crocodile leather with matching crossbody cell phone 
holder plus 4"x3' leather coin purse with heart photo cut out (all very gently used, see 
photos) {in house shipping available}
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471
Mid Century Modern Pipe Rack Wit Glass Humidor - Briar burl Pipes  Medico, 
Viscount  Dr, Graybow, Medico with 1/30 14k gold band, Kaywoodie 500, Wellington, 
Esterd, Medico sterling, Weber,  And The Pipe Jet Black. {in house shipping available}

472

USA Made Chinoiserie China/ Display Lighted Top & Base Cabinet - 69" wide X 82" tall 
X 16 1/4" deep, two piece, base 69" wide X  30 1/2" tall X 16 1/4" deep, top 51 1/2 " 
tall X 65 1/2" wide 14 1/2" deep. base with 2 glass and 2 wood doors and 2 side 
windows, top 4 full glass doors all door glass etched symbols. wood with pecan finish 
and walnut color foot and crown, glass shelves top and bottom and mirror back. {local 
pickup of buyer arranges 3rd party shipping co. to pick up}

473
Frankenstein Mobster by Mark Wheatley ReelArt Studios Figure Sculpted by Shawn 
Nagle with Box - 2005 very Limited Edition 455 of 500, Just out of box, with Styrofoam 
interior, some fading and wear to box - in house shipping available 

474

14 1:24 and 2 1:32 Scale Nascar Die-Cast Stock Cars and Banks, All Mint in Boxes - 
Action Die Cast (10 1:24 Scale Jeff Gordon #24 DuPont/ Chevy 400 Win 1996 Monte 
Carlo 1 of 240 P/N 106161, Jeff Gordon #24 DuPont/ Looney Tunes 2001 Monte Carlo 
1 of 2,000 #101688 Action Race Fans Collectibles, Event Car Looney Tunes 2001 
Monte Carlo Total Production of 9,505 ARC 1/ 9,000QVC 1 of 504, Two Looney Tunes 
Rematch Event Car 2002 Monte Carlo Total Production of 15,528 GM 1 of 504 P/N 
103124, Jeff Gordon #24 DuPont 2004 Monte Carlo 1 of 2,796 P/N 105736, Jeff 
Gordon #24 Milestones/ 1994 Charlotte Win 2005 Monte Carlo 1 of 504 P/N 111495, 
1998 Limited Edition Dale Earnhardt #8 RPM 1975 Dodge W247516019, NFL Bears 
stock car with football field base and clear top box and Napa 15 Stock Car in clear 
window box plus Two 1:32 Scale - 88 Dale Jarrett Batman and Texaco #28 Kenny Irwin 
The Joker),Racing Champions #99 Arron's and NHRA stock cars with window view 
boxes, ToyBiz NASCAR Friction Racers and Team Caliber#12 Ryan Newman Alltel/Sony 
RN3b212SO 2003 owner's bank - in house shipping available

475
10 McFarlane Toys Spawn and Sin City Action Figuires - Spawn and Related 
Characters, Marv from Sin City and other actin figures in varied sizes, all intact but 
have been used, out on display and need a cleaning - in house shipping available

476 Unique Furniture Design &Mfg. Gilt Silver Humidor - New old stock "in house shipping 
available}

477

Looney Tunes Mel Blanc Speechless Lithograph, 3-D Sign and LE Pin Set - Looney 
Toons Animated Animations Powerpicture Mel Blanc "Speechless" 1909-1989 Tribute 
- revolving panels show 3 different images, from classic image of Mel with all his 
voiced characters around, 4 part cel like image and Speechless tribute image - 
features Mel's voiced characters of Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Porky Pig, Sylvester & 
Tweety, Pepe LePew, Yosemite Sam, Foghorn Leghorn, Marvin the Martian, Speedy 
Gonzalez, Taz and others - uses 4 C batteries for voice clips of Mel's own voice 
explaining his start and how he came to give the cartoon characters the personality 
they had. 30" tall x 17 1/2" wide and 2 1/2" deep, (some water damage to base front 
pic of Mel): 31" x21" Tribute Litho showing characters standing quietly at attention 
looking at the empty microphone in the spotlight - "Mel Blanc Speechless 1908-1989" 
(3 small blemishes visible upon very close inspection).  Also included in lot is 
framed Limited Edition pin Looney Tunes Park Theme Set 133 of 2,500 hand painted 
vibrant enamels on brass featuring classic characters enjoying a summer afternoon - 
in house shipping available

478 Lot Of Gun & Ammunition Holsters - Leather and Nylon. {in house shipping available}
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479

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Trapped In My Youth" - 
From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on verso -Phillis was a 
sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European 
Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban 
social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of 
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated 
by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, 
from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she 
was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, 
brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben 
Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma 
that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and 
number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly 
from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling 
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional 
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely 
gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, 
and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings 
and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with 
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research 
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

480 2 Vintage Soldier Statue Doorstops / Bookends - on natural wood - 9.5" US Army with 
copper finish & 8.5" parachute jumper with railroad tie {in house shipping available)  

481 2 Canadian National Railroad CNR Electrified Lanterns - red & yellow glass globes 
(they need some TLC) {in house shipping available}

482

Giant Clam Shell - 20" long x 12" wide - real shell of  - giant clams are Tridacna Gigas
very large bivalves and are native to the Indian and Pacific Oceans - These are the last 
of the giant shells we'll be offering at auction (some chipping) {in house shipping 
available}

483 Jean Baptiste Trumpet in Carrying Case - silver plate model JBTP483SX with mouth 
piece {in house shipping available}
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484

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Lame Duck" - From The 
Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated 
outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish 
immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social 
realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern 
art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and 
struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from 
which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was 
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, 
brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben 
Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma 
that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and 
number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly 
from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling 
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional 
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely 
gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, 
and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings 
and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with 
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research 
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

485

50 Vintage Rock and Roll, Jazz, blue Grass and Other Vinyl Record Albums - Little 
Stevie Wonder The 12 Year Old Genius, Joe Cocker, The Chamber Brothers Love 
Peace and Happiness, Ultimate Spinach, Blues Image, Best of Traffic, Dracula's 
Greatest Hits, Classic Country, The Great American Eagle Tragedy Earth Opera, Exotic 
Guitars, Jethro Tull Benefit, The wicked Pickett, Crosby Stills Nash and Young Deja Vu, 
Johnny Horton's Greatest Hits, Buddy Miles Expressway to your Skull, Mitch Ryder and 
the Detroit Wheels Sock it ti Me, Break Out! and Take A Ride, Collector's History of 
Jazz, Elvis Golden Records and Blue Hawaii, Fats Waller Ain't Misbehavin', The Very 
Best of Sandy Nelson, Don't Le the Sun Catch You crying Gerry and the Pacemakers, 
Bonnie Raitt Home Plate, Gil Melle Tome VI, Maria Moldaur, Simon & Garfunkel 
Bridge Over Troubled Water and Parsley Sage Rosemary and Thyme, Dionne 
Warwicke From Within, The Association Inside Out Windy, Bette Midler, Joni Mitchel 
Clouds and Ladies of the Canyon, The Mama and Pappas Farewell To The First Golden 
Era, Carole King Rhymes and Reasons, Joan Baez the First 10 Years, Mose Allison Mose 
in Your Ear, Buddy Rich Big Band, Pete Seeger Young Vs Old, Bob Dylan Soundtrack 
Pat Garrett & Billy the Kid, The Monkees Headquarters, Miles Davis Davis, Benny 
Goodman The Famous 1938 Carnegie Hall Jazz Concert Vol 3, Oscar Peterson 
Stephane Grappeli, Zoot Sims Featuring Buddy Rich, Rich in London, Tuff Dude, and 
Buddy Rich Class of 78, Buddy Rich/ Lionel Hampton Transition, Gene Krupa and his 
Orchestra 10". - Records As is Where is, from estate collection of particular collector 
with well cared for records - a couple have some cover issues - in house shipping 
available

486 2 Shirley Temple Danbury Mint Dolls MIB - Southern Belle & Antique both mint in box 
with accessory photo. both one money {in house shipping available}
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487
2 Pcs. Japanese Serving Dishes - 13.5" diameter lacquerware condiment dish with gold 
decoration & 18" Imari charger in wood stand with hand painted tiger and scenic 
mountain view decoration {in house shipping available}

488

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Diptych Canvas 2005 "Jujube Norms" - 
From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman each diptych panel 30" X 22" signed on verso 
-Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, 
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter 
of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of 
NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as 
well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. 
Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from 
polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. 
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She 
absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as 
Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al 
Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer 
with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. 
Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder 
prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, 
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth 
preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, 
love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, 
stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art 
world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain 
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

489

7 Pcs Cloisonne in Mixed Shapes and Sizes - 9" red ground temple jar and dome top 
trinket box with white floral designs, blue groiund floral 3" cylinder box, trinket tray, 
wooden match box cover, and pear form novelty box with chrysanthemums plus 3" 
cylinder jar with hand painted enamel scenes (damage to edge of lid) - in house 
shipping available

490 Art Deco Ball / Saturn Shaped Drink Dispener / Urn - Made Of Copper And Brass sold 
As Is, see photos for condition. {local ppick up or in house Shipping Available"

491

Advertizing Toys Teletubbies, Garfield, Campbell Soup Kids, Hersey's Kisses Doll, & 
Beanie Babies - Big Ben style Garfield battery alarm clock, 4 Teletubbies, Dipsy, Laa 
Laa, Po, & Tinky Winky,  Kellogg's Snap, Crackle, Pop Bean Bag Buddies, 5 Hush 
Puppies bean bags, Beanie Babies Platinum Membership zipper case with contents, 
coin, collector's cards, purple bear, membership card, (un-opened) Hershey's Kisses 
Doll Model VHK  un-opened with shipper, 3 Campbell's Soup Kids in a can, Charlie 
Chaplin, Vegetable, & Queen Elizabeth, all with outer box. all for one money {in house 
shipping available} 

492
Antique 2 Star Red White And Blue Military WWI Service Flag - Memorial flag, Loss Of 
Child House Flag, Family loss flag. this one has 2 stars with solders photos {in house 
shipping available}
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493

Fine Porcelains including Wedgwood Jasperware, Hand Painted Plates and More - 6" 
Wedgwood pitcher with embossed grapes and silver luster accents and 8 pcs 
Jasperware (heart trinket box and 2 pin trays, collector's Society tray, round and club 
ash trays, pr candlesticks) small Occ Japan Jasperware ash tray, six 7-8"  dessert plates 
with varied hand painted floral designs12" Italian pottery wall decoration with 
cutwork windows and hand painted flowers, 8" Italian tile with raised St Francis 
design by Creazioni Luciano, and 4" KowLoon ginger jar by Crown Staffordshire (no lid) 
- in house shipping available

494

Marble and Alabaster Lamp Base Urns, Compote and More - 14" low centerpiece 
compote, pr 12" urn lamp bases with peach tones and heavy marbling (bases drilled 
for cords) and petite bird bath novelty with stylized bird accents - in house shipping 
available - heavy)

495

11 1/4" Long Cast Iron Double Decker Toy Bus - Vintage Large Cast Iron Double Decker 
Open Top Bus Toy.  It measures 11 1/4" in length by 4 1/4" tall by 3" wide and weighs 
approximately 5 1/2 lbs. Great detailing with stairs in back leading to top level and 14 
seats on open top. (local pickup or in house shipping available)

496 2000 Austin Powers Talking Mini Me Moon Mission Action Figure by McFarlane - 18" 
tall (working, some minor scuffs to helmet) {in house shipping available}

497

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2006 Diptych "Say Not A Word 
About Forever" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman each diptych panel 30" X 
24" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, 
whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .
Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat 
Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world 
music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability 
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of 
paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. 
She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as 
diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald 
Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased 
the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and 
visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though 
her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, 
watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art 
worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted 
with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of 
place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in 
kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid 
follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what 
is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

498

Decorator Glass Bookends, Candlesticks and Candy/ Vanity Boxes - pairs of bookends/ 
displays to include New Martinsville rearing horses, lyres, Viking Angelfish, Haley/ 
American Glass Company Deco design galloping horses, New Martinsville squirrel 
figure, Fostoria Spool tray pink satin vanity box raised on  feet with embossed 
elephant panel and elephant finial lid ( 1 foot with hairline, tiny factory stress clock in 
edge of rim), and round crystal vanity box with floral cut panel design plus pr of 
Jeanette pigeon eagle candlesticks
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499 3 Neon Party Lights - flamingo, palm tree, & martini - 19" tall (all working) {local pick 
up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

500
Pyrex Primary Color 4 Stack of Clear Bottom Nesting Mixing Bowls - strong color 
pallette reminiscent of Fiesta - 4 L blue, 2.5 L orange red, 1.5 L yellow and 1 L green - 
with clear concentric circle bottom and slightly flared lips - in house shipping available

501
White Wedgwood Ribbed Vase Form Lamp with Raised Grape Designs - Urn form 
body resting on embossed grape vine plinth atop metal collar foot - 30" tall in house 
shipping available

502

3 Rosenthal "Der Rosenkavalier" Plates designed by Bjorn Wiinblad with Boxes and 
Display Frames - Buhnen -Edition in Porzellan - Stylized colorful images from the 
opera "The Rose Cavalier, taken from Act I, II and III, each box complete with cassette 
tapes of that act, descriptions and booklets. Each Plate has also been framed in fine 
decorator shadowbox frames - Local Pick Up Only or Buyer Arranges Third Party 
Packing and Shipping

503 3 Framed Decorative Cigarette Card Sets - incl. John Player 1934 & 1938 Film Stars 
frame size: 18.25"x20.25" {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

504

5 Danbury Mint Porcelain Dolls Mint In Box - 2 Danbury Mint From The John-John 
Collection, Under Daddy's Desk & A Day At The Beach, 1 Danbury Mint Cassie from 
The Little Wrangler Doll Collection MIB, 1 Kewpie MIB, And 1 Radio Flyer Brittney. all 
5 for one money {in house shipping available}

505
Collection of Vintage Sconces - pair of double light wall sconce, single iron sconce 
(some rust), & electrified brass wall sconce with glass globe {in house shipping 
available}

506

Tray Lot of Hummel, Bunnykins, Kewpie, Bossons, Bisque and other Figurines - Large 
Bossons Cheyenne and 1967 Pathan half bust wall plaques, Hummel Tmk 3 stylized 
bee covered jar (crazing), Royal Doulton Mother and Baby Bunnykins, Jesco 1992 
Kewpie with block, pr piano babies, bisque colonial style boy and girl and Japan fisher 
boy shelf sitter with stand and girl with shell spill vase - in house shipping available

507

Framed Alberto Vargas Lithograph on Opalesque Silk - This is one of the most 
recognizable images created by Alberto Vargas during World War II. American GI's 
frequently copied it onto their aircraft as a symbol of good luck. The "Varga Girl" 
poses with an expression of serenity on her face, suggesting that all will be 
well.  ALBERTO VARGAS (American 1896-1982)  (posthumous print) silk screened 
estate signature lower right beneath figure; pencil numbered lower right 26/200 
frame:31.75"x42", sight: 25.5"x35" {local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
shipping}

508

Collection of Vintage Cars incl. Tin Litho, Kilgore Plastic, Auburn Rubber, & More - 4 
Japanese tin litho (police, fire dept., ambulance missing wheels, & tow truck), H.W.N. 
Western Germany tin litho Army gasoline truck, 2 Auburn rubber USA, Kilgore USA 
plastic Jewels for Playthings touring car, Hot Wheels funny cars, & more {in house 
shipping available}

509 Tyco HO Gauge Trains & Accessories - incl. 15+ cars with some in orig. boxes, ALM N 
gauge, & more (some as is) {in house shipping available}

510
The Hamilton Rifle # 27 22cal Pat Oct 23rd 1900 - Aug 13th 1907 - Made by C J 
Hamilton & Sons, Plymouth Mich. U.S.A. (see photos for details or call 1 727 572 
1567) {in house shipping available}
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511

12 Star Trek Action Figures of Various Sizes - Attack of the Clones, Power of the Jedi 
and The Force - Power of the Jedi 12 inch Luke Skywalker and Yoda, Princess Leia with 
Sail Barge Cannon (pack slightly flattened) and Amanaman with Salacious Crumb 
deluxe figures, 9 action figures with 2 Attack of the Clones (Kit Fisto and Taun We), 
and Power of the Hasbro Force Comm Tech Chip Han Solo with blaster, 6 Kenner with 
Freeze Frame Action Slides ( Bespin Han Solo with heavy assault rifle, Chewbacca, 
Ewoks Wicket & Logray,R2-D2 with popup scanner, Princess Lei Organa with blaster 
rifle and long barreled pistol, and Luke Skywalker with blast shield helmet and 
lightsaber) plus Galoob Micro-Machines Star Wars Epic Collections "The Truce at 
Bakura" set in book style box -  all unopened in original bubble packs - in house 
shipping available

512

Page-Lewis Arms Company Model A Target Lever-action 22 Cal. Single Shot Rimfire 
Rifle - Rifle condition looks be have been polished out- rifle - 20" rnd barrel - walnut 
forearm and straight grip stock, equipped with smooth iron buttplate; forearm 
remains in very good condition with light handling marks, Markings: crisp & legible- 2-
line Page-Lewis barrel address with caliber designation, right side frame "PAT 
APLD FOR"  left side frame "MODEL A TARGET" - Sights: fixed; front blade sight/V-
notch block rear sight - falling block lever action - single shot - good bore condition, 
with visible rifling, hammer will not lock (see photos or call 727 572 1567)  (in house 
shipping available}

513

Vintage Marx 0 Gauge Tin Litho Train & More - incl. #391 Marx & #300AC American 
Flyer locomotives, Marx #554 coal, #556, #92812 Reading, #70311 Pennsylvania, 
#71499 N.Y.C. & Stl., Niacet Chemical Corp. N.I.A.X. 256 tanker, & more {in house 
shipping available}

514

US Springfield "Trapdoor" Model 1873 Rifle & US Marked Bayonet And Scabbard - This 
Rifle retains its sights, bayonet and scabbard,  missing upper barrel band, overall 
length 51 7/8" barrel length 32 5/8"  furniture engraved monogram and 1884. (see 
photos for markings) The Model 1873 "Trapdoor" Springfield was the first standard-
issue breech-loading rifle adopted by the United States Army {in house shipping 
available}

515
8 Vintage Glass 1 Quart Motor Oil Bottles in Metal Carrier Holder - 7 
Duraglas model BW1228 & 1 Boe Mfg. Co. (all in good condition with no cracks) {in 
house shipping available}

516

Tray Lot Of Military, Fraternal & Mens Jewelry - 3 US Military Medals,national defense,
navy china service, and air medal, mini marathon new york city  L,eggs 1978 medal, 
Wyoming music educators assoc. medal, company service pins and military pins and 
insignia,  tie clasps & tacks, 3 zippo lighters, 2 tape measures, dog tag, wood dresser 
box, and money clips. {in house shipping available}

517

1987 Abstract Bronze Beaver Sculpture By Galeigh Parkin - Plaque reads "BEAVER 
Galeigh Parkin"  Bronze signed and dated "1987 Galeigh Parkin" 12" X 4" bronze 
beaver mounted on oak base 15" X 7" X 1"
{in house shipping available}

518 Arisaka Type 99: Japanese Rifle From WW2 As Found - Some rusting, overall length 44 
1/16" barrel length tip to load  26 5/8 (see photos for details or call 727 572 1567}
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519

Vintage Marx Tin Litho, MTH, & Other Trains - MTH 6200 locomotive with 
Pennsylvania coal & NY Central cars, vintage Marx 0 scale tin locomotive with 4 cars 
(US Mail Railway Post Office, Sunoco 1680, Lionel Lines 1682, & Curtiss Baby Ruth No. 
1679, Marx 588 locomotive, Tyco Silver Streak locomotive, railroad crossing sign, 
street lights, & more   {in house shipping available}

520 Lot Of Vintage And Antique Bottles, Miniature Perfume, and Hand Painted and 
Decorated Boxes - {in house shipping available}

521 Tray Full of New Jewelry - incl. hematite, seed bead, & pendant necklaces, earrings, 
stone rings, & so much more - contents only

522
Collection of 1930's Pulp Magazines Comic - incl. Young Love, Life Story, Real Love, 
Love Experiences, All-Story Love, Diary Loves, Love Diary, & more (all as is with 
condition issues, see photos) {in house shipping available}

523
2 Shadow Boxes FilledWith Native American Flint Arrow Heads & Pottery Shards - 13" 
X 16" X 2 1/4" hinged shadow boxes one filled with pottery shards and the other with 
arrow heads. one money {in house shipping available} 

524 Munro Sprogz Diplay And Figurines Circa 1990 - large display and  37 Figuries all with 
flattened boxes no foam wrapping. {in house shipping available}

525 Vieja Espana Bellavista Wood Humidor - holds 75 cigars 14"x9.5"x4.75" (mild 
scratches in wood) {in house shipping available}

526

45 Vintage Jazz, Reggae, Rock and Roll and other Record Albums - The Allman 
Brothers Band Dreams 4 chrome cassette edition in record size box, Commander Cody 
We've Got a Live One Here and Lose it Tonight, Men At Work Business as 
Usual, Bloomfield Kooper Stills Super Session, Asleep at the Wheel Wheelin' and 
Deelin', Albert Collins Ice Pickin', Bob Wills and his Texas Playboys in Concert, Jamaica 
Fabulous Island In The Sun Calypso,  The Max Roach Quintet 1978 and 1979 and 
Drums Unlimited, Ellington Mingus Roach,  Oscar Peterson & Dizzy Gillespie, Jimmy 
Cliff Music Maker, Wonderful World Beautiful People and Struggling Man, Man In The 
Hills Burning Spear,  Oscar Peterson Girl Talk, Led Zeppelin, Hi-Fi Drums, Buddy Rich 
"The Bull", Louie Bellson Big Band Dynamite, Count Bassie The ABC Collection,  Earl 
"Fatha" Hines Another Monday Date, The World of Duke Ellington, The Drum Session 
Paul Humphrey, Shelly Manne Willie Bobo Louis Bellson, Carl Perkins Original Golden 
Hits, Jimmy Cliff Unlimited, Follow My Mind,  The Oscar Peterson Collection, The Art 
of The Modern Jazz Quartet, Night Train: The Oscar Peterson Trio,  Satch and Josh 
Oscar Peterson and Count Basie, The Chico Hamilton Special, Toots & The Maytals 
Reggae Got Soul and Funky Kingston, Boogie Woogie Trio, Dizzy Gillespie Dee Gee 
Days, Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker One Night in Birdland,  Buddy Rich Big Band Keep 
The Customer Satisfied, Louie Bellson Side Track, The Manhattan Transfer, The 
Scruggs Brothers The Earl Scruggs Revue, Miles Davis Water babies, King biscuit boy, 
Lots more Blues, Rags and Rollers, Cheap Thrills Big Brother and the Holding 
Company, Rita Coolidge The Lady's Not for Sale, The Hollies Stop! Stop! Stop!, Loudon 
wainwright III Album III, Then and Now Doc & Merle Watson, I'm John Lee Hooker and 
Maria Muldaur Waitress in a Donut shop - records sold as is where as, this set from 
estate collection of particular collector with well cared for records - in house shipping 
available
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527

Collection Ethnic Art and Wood Carvings - set of eight ethnic 3" carved musicians, 
India Sacred Cow and Italian carved Bull )horn damage), wooden ox wagon, & framed 
2 1/2" x 1 5/8" hand painted bone tiles of Shah Jahan & Mumtaz Mahal from Agra 
India in 9.75"x12.5" frame {in house shipping available}

528

Billy White Wolf Ford 20th Century Native American Style Decorative Arrow and 
Quiver Of Arrows - Signed, Billy White Wolf Ford Untitled (Native American style 
decorative arrow), late 20th century Bone, wood, leather, turkey feathers, glass, and 
metal. unsigned Quiver Of Arrows {in house shipping available}

529
2 Daisy Red Ryder BB Cal 4.5mm model 1938B steel air gun shot - 1 celebrating 125 
years made in china,with original packaging as is see photos. 1 made Rogers AR USA 
both same model see photos for condition {in house shipping available}

530 Vintage Wood Dremel / Jewlers Carry Case - convert to travel desk or use for 
dremel or jewlers case, {in house shipping available}

531
Large Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. Coro, Napier, Guess, Bijoux Terner, White Black 
House, Avon, Claires, & more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken 
or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

532 Dansco Album of Eisenhower Dollars Complete! 1971-1978 (32 Coins) - Includes San 
Francisco proofs, all higher grade - see photos for details - in house shipping available

533

Original Etching by George Pearse Ennis (1884-1936) - 12 1/4" X 14 1/4" Paper plate 9 
7/8" X 11 3/4  "Maine Waterfront " unframed George Pearse Ennis of both New York 
City, and Eastport, Maine, he worked in Eastport from the early 1920s until his death 
in 1936. Eastport is where his school was located. He was born in St. Louis, Mo., and 
died in an automobile crash outside Utica, New York, in 1936.

534 Red Comet Fire Extinguisher Automatic, Littleton Colorado - complete with liquid, {in 
house shipping available}

535
Dansco Album of Kennedy Half Dollars Complete 1964-2005 (76 Coins) - Includes 
Silver and Proof only dates, higher grade - see photos for details , in house shipping 
available

536
Ansonia 1882 Iron Mantle Clock - Antique iron Aesthetic Movement case  with brass 
lion head side accent handles - chimes on hour and half hour with key and original 
pendulum working- in house shipping available

537 Collection of Shells incl. Sand Dollars & Starfish - {in house shipping available}

538
Converted Oil Lamp to Electric - 10" fitter X 6 1/2" tall Tam-O-Shanter Cased Green & 
White Glass  Shade, Mixed metal base, bee hive design with applied flowers and 2 
handles. 20" Tall with chimney. 

539

Lot Of Linens, Door Hardware, Stone Art Buddha Statue And Miniature Religious 
Amulets - Christian protection amulets and medals, mini Quan Yin, buddha, celestial 
archer and Hindu god statues, soapstone vessel with etched I Ching and vine designs, 
ornate brass hardware, moss agate slab, finely woven runner and other fabrics and 
more {in house shipping available}
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540

Glass Lighting Through the Ages - Whale Oil & Converted Kerosene Lamps and 
Dolphin Candlestick - Hexagon clear crystal paneled whale oil lamp with GEM burner 
and chimney, oil lamp with cranberry coin optic font and milk glass base (converted to 
electric) and green uranium glass dolphin form parlor candlestick - see photos for 
details - in house shipping available

541 3 Galileo Glass Thermometers - 2 - 11.5" & 15.5" (good condition) {local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party shipping}

542

30 Pcs Heisey Glass Coarse Rib, Narrow Flute and Related Patterns - 24 pcs #393 (3 -7" 
goblets, 12 -7" plates, 10 oz jug, reg and ind cream and open sugars, 2 marmalades/ 
covered sugars, 2 - 4 1/2" berry bowls), #393 1/2 low compotes, #407 Coarse Rib 11" 
tray plate and 4 -6" dessert plates, - in house shipping available

543

Lot Of Egg Shaped Mineral Specimens From Around The World - Tenerife Canary 
Islands, Cairo Egypt, New Zealand, Jordan, Israel, Ireland, Singapore, Mexico, China, 
Lima Peru, and many more, plus 2 made of glass from Finland. all in a pottery Boat. 
one money {in house shipping available}

544 6 Asian 20th Century Figurines - incl. 4 porcelain & pr. of composite musicians - 6.5"
-10" tall (all in good condition) {in house shipping available}

545

7 Pcs of American Brilliant Cut and other Crystal and Elegant Glass - 8"  ornate brilliant 
cut water bottle decanter with sunburst medallions and fine zipper cut panel accents 
to neck, 8" Waterford and 9" Gorham bud vases (some clouding), 6" rib optic water 
pitcher with naturalistic grape etching and ground pontil base ( some small scratches 
near base), 10" straight sides bowl with wide flared edge and floral cuttings, 9" plate 
with fine cut triangle center cut, butterfly and flowers, and Fostoria Rose Chintz 
sandwich platter - in house shipping available

546

Tray of Fashion Jewelry - scrimshaw, beaded, men's commemorative 2004 Stanley 
Cup & 2004 Detroit Tigers champion rings, Native American fashion jewelry, malachite 
& bone carved pendants, watches, rosaries, & more - we do our best to ensure that 
all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in 
house shipping available}

547
Pair of 1970's TSAO Designs Mushroom Shape Table Lamps - painted cast iron base 
with plastic shades - 22" tall (some yellowing and scratches in shades, bases stained & 
scuffed) {in house shipping available}

548

3 Middle East Brass Belt Coin Purses or Betel Nut Lime Boxes - 5" Shield and 
Rectangular forms with embossed front designs and top crests with loops for belt on 
verso (rectangular has 3 base hooks for drop accents), 6" coin / betel nut lime box 
with 3 of 4 three part drop accents and side rings for neck strap and 10 archaic Roman 
bronze coins - in house shipping avialable

549

19" C A Pardell "Our Kind, With All Others Bronze of Native American with Horse - The 
Culture Covenant Premier Edition series Sculpted by Christopher Pardell each a 
certified Limited Edition of 500 - quarter bust images with metallic patinas of gold 
copper and silver accents mounted on open square base pillar - back marked Legends 
1995, #175/500, with photo page of the collection  - in house shipping available (18 
pounds pre boxed)

550
20" Antique Bradley and Hubbard Art Deco Lamp Base with Stained Glass Shade - 
Numbered 263 on base, Laurel wreath decor with original finial - (In House Shipping 
Available through Insured Priority Mail or Fed Ex)
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551

2 Hand Painted Tiles and 2 Italian Fruit Decorated Plates - 5" x 8" tiles with hand 
painted Italian street and canal scenes by Cooperativa Ceramica d' Imola Made in Italy 
((one marked "Posseggiata Porto di Ripetta"), 2 10 1/4"  Italian Bassano Pottery and 
hand signed plates, both with hand painted floral decoration and rustic craquelure 
surface, each with metal wire hangers verso - in house shipping available

552

25" Arnaldo Zanella Murano Glass Lovers Sculpture of an Intertwined Couple - tall 
standing couple embracing in clear glass with light pink tint upon cracked ice finish 
cylinder foot, signed A. Zanella on base. From www.zanettimurano.com : "Arnaldo 
Zanella 1949, was born in saint Erasmo, a small island in the Venetian lagoon, three 
minutes from Murano. He was able at a very early age to help his family financially 
with the earnings from his work in glass. During the 1950's and 60's, the most famous 
and important firm in Murano island was Seguso Vetri d' Arte where many glass 
artists began their careers.. It was here that Arnaldo started to work alongside 
masters such as Alfredo Barbini, Angelo Seguso, Ermanno Nason, Pino Signoretto and 
many others. Angelo Seguso decided Arnaldo, with his experience working with 
Angelo Seguso and Pino Signoretto, was now ready and able to become an 
independent maestro (master glass blower) at the highest level. In 1985 he along with 
some friends, opened a glasswork-studio called "Andromeda". With a predilection for 
brightly colored opalescent glass he became a true innovator in the field of sculpted 
glass. Arnaldo Zanella is a poet of his generation and his work is much appreciated by 
the connoisseurs all over the world. Since 1991 he has been working with a friend, 
Oscar Zanetti and Zanetti Vetreria Artistica."

553

Collection of Pandas & Asian Tableware - 8.25" Palatnik lucite panda (mild scratches), 
Viking Glass 5.5" tall panda, 4" reverse image panda, & reverse painted contemporary 
snuff bottle plus saki set with mallard duck decoration with lithophane Geisha girl 
cups and more {in house shipping available}

554

15.5" Ovington Cameo Ivy Vase Signed Legras (François-Théodore Legras) Circa 1900 - 
Signed Acid Stamp Ovington New York, France on bottom.  Made in France 
for Ovington's Department Store New York. Rubis series cameo glass vase, with ivy 
pattern, enameled with ruby purple hues, acid etched, polished and enameled glass, 
cracked ice background  {in house shipping available}

555

Retro Vintage Pottery and Tile Mosaic Chargers - incl. 15" mid century tile mosaic & 
16.5" footed pottery flower impressed decoration signed JP IV 8 "84 Wild 
Geraniumms, Buttercups and Ferns (both in great condition) {in house shipping 
available}

556

22 pcs Duncan and Miller New Era, Canterbury and Related Glass - New Era free form 
star console bowl and 4 candleholders (1 pink opalescent), Canterbury 
including  chartreuse 4" wine glass, clear 5" goblet and footed tumbler,  3 pc console 
set (1 candleholder with hairline), cream and sugar with Indian Tree etch, 8" 2-part 
bowl with fancy wheel cutting, 2 prt oval relish with etching and gold rim, trinket 
butter pat bowl, salt and pepper and table setting trays and blue opal 7" basket, blue 
opal 8" Sylvan shell tray, and 12" 3 part leaf relish - in house shipping available 

557

12 Pcs. Antique Porcelain incl. Rosenthal, Souvenir Plates, Etc. - 4 pc. hand painted 
dresser set with tray, talc, hat pin holder & trinket / hair jar, O&EG Royal Austria hand 
painted 2 handled 6.5" vase, Hohenzollern German 3 footed 5" rosebowl, 16" long 
Rosenthal hand painted tray (tiny chip underneath), Plymouth & Bennington Vermont 
& Grant's Tomb blue & white English souvenir plates, & more {in house shipping 
available}
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558

19 Vintage Glass Perfume Bottles incl Baccarat, Cut Crystal and Givenchy - swirl optic 
cornucopia form, Pairpoint saucer form with bird stopper, Baccarat with Guerlain 
Jicky label and boxed set of Givenchy travel/ sample size (loose) - in house shipping 
available

559 Pair of Gorham Sterling Silver Weighted 3 Arm Candlesticks - 3 pcs. 11.25" tall #890 
(some dents, see photos) {in house shipping available}

560

47 pcs Heisey Ridgeleigh and Crystolite Glass - 21 pcs Crystolite {covered candy, 2 - 3 
compartment trays (1 plain and 1 ribbed base), candlesticks (pr low square and pr 
single light handled, pr crystal and pr red candle blocks, 1 swirl candle block), 2 table 
lighters, cloverleaf 4 compartment relish, handled nappy, sugar bowl and punch/ tea 
cup, cigarette box lid and 2 leaf form ind. ashtrays}, and 26 pcs Ridgeleigh {2 four pc 
bridge ash tray sets (1 diamond with chip), 4 square ashtrays and 1 salt, cheese and 
cracker relish, 3 coasters, 2 round and 1 square cigarette urns, 2 handled 6" 2-part 
bowls, pr square base low candles, oil and vinegar cruet set} - in house shipping 
available

561

Lot Of 12 FOB Boyds Bears/ Club Bears And More - Cornelius Vanderbear Dad, no box, 
hat, only what you see, FOB Kits; 1996-97, 1998, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2-2009, musical 
treasures Jack B. Twinkletune with box 1993 Nevelle ...compubear with box, 1997 
Uncle Gus and Gary the gift. with box, Fall 1999 Bailey bear no box. all one money {in 
house shipping available}

562

Collection of 6 Vintage Hand Bags & Shoulder Bags - incl. 7"x12" pink canvas and 
leather Isaac Mizrahi shoulder bag, 5"x9" black canvas & leather DKNY shoulder bag, 
7"x12" woven leather crossbody bag by Sharif, 9"x9" mustard yellow leather 
Tignanello shoulder bag, 9"x12" green suede Italian clutch, & 5"x8" Joan & David 
brown leather multi zipper clutch (all gently used, see photos) {in house shipping 
available}

563

USA Military Lot WWI Dough Boy Helmet Textured Finish With Liner & Chin Strap & 
Later Items -  helmet liner as is, aluminum canteen, medical cloth bag, new old stock 
German facemask filter "Zivilchutzfilter 68 "and  waterproof sholder bag.   {in house 
shipping available}

564

4 GI Joe Military Moments Series & 3 Aces Planes - New Old Stock in boxes, Military 
Moments Series "Story Of Victory", "Air Force", "Memorial Day", "The Sentinel", Aces 
Planes Series Spitfire Mack II, P-40B Kittyhawk, P-51D Mustang. all one money {in 
house shipping available}

565
2 Shirley Temple Danbury Mint Dolls MIB - Shirley Temple 10" Porcelain Doll 
"Dimples" Movie Classics Danbury Mint MIB & Santa's Helper 17" Christmas Doll 
Danbury Mint MIB. both one money {in house shipping available}

566

Bachmann N Scale Santa Fe HO Train Set With Box - Box AS IS see photos, new N 
scale power pack, track and risers, original cars plus 5 more all in plastic displays see 
photos, Tyco Machine shop kit, A.H.M Operating rolling bridge 5918 both in boxes 
unused. {in house shipping available}
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567

Box lot of First Edition and other Books - 1991 John Irving A Son of The Circus 1998 
Tom Wolfe A Man in Full  (First Trade Editions), First Edition 2005 John Grisham The 
Broker, 1974 Helter Skelter by Curt Gentry and Vincent Ougliosi,  Mastering the Art of 
French Cooking Simone Becke, Louisette Bertholle and Julia Child, and 1978 Julia Child 
& Company, Hungarian Maria Sandor "A Garrenek Muve" 2 Volume Set in box 1988, 
Hungarian Edition of AA Milne Micimacko (Winnie the Pooh)Budapest 1967 edition,
Atlas of Human Anatomy and Surgery The Color Plates of 1831-1854 by JM Bourgery 
& NH Jacob 2006 Taschen/Barnes & Noble, Matthew Boulton Master Silversmith 1760-
1790  by Eric Delief 1971, Sotheby's The Cornelius Moore Collection Early American 
Silver 1986 and Old Danish Silver 1969, 1930 copyright The Boy's Cubbook BSofA,
Vassar A Second Glance student one frame drawings by Anne Cleveland and Jean 
Anderson,Red Cross First Aid Text book, and 2 Joan Walsh Anglund Love Is A Special 
Way of feeling 1960 - in house shipping available

568

5 Marvel Legends Posable Action Figures with Accessories, Weapons and Character 
Comic Book -  2002 Series II The Thing and Series III Ghost Rider, Series IV The 
Beast, The Punisher, and Gambit (pack slightly flattened on Beast and Gambit) all in 
original bubble packs - in house shipping available

569

Retro Kitchen Cookware and Bowl Sets - Arthur Court cast aluminum centerpiece 
compote with leaf form base and centerpiece basket, 3 stack brown drip glaze nested 
mixing bowls by Kathy Kale USA, 1969 New Designs Abalone inlay Lucite tray, 
bold floral light plastic bowls and tray, and Club speckled turquoise cast aluminum 
dutch oven - in house shipping available, 

570 Erector Red Steel Box Set Marry Go Round/ Paraschute Jump - Used looks complete 
but unknown, {in house shipping available}

571
Blue Ridge BR-43 Acoustic Guitar - Saga musical instruments, pin stripe banding with 
mother of pearl fret marks with a new set of Carvin springs {in house shipping 
available}

572 Thomas Edison Ediphone/ Dictaphone/ Voice Recorder Machine - no microphone. {in 
house shipping available}

573

9 Lord of The Rings LOTR Toybiz 2001 Action Figures in Unopened Boxes - The 
Fellowship of the Ring Deluxe Horse and Rider Set with Arwen and Asfaloth with 
Wounded Frodo, Boromir with Battle Attack Action and Lurtz with Bow Attack Action, 
Samwise Gamgee with Moria Mines Goblin Battle Action Base, Gimli wit Battle Axe 
Swinging Action, Orc Overseer with Dungeons of Isengard Newborn Uruk-Hai, 
Saruman wth Magic Floating Palantir on Base, and Newborn Lurtz with Realistic Battle 
Attack Action, The Return of The King Treebeard with Branch -Lifting Action, and 
Gollum with Electronic Sound Base (spider web on base) -some minor box issues 
noted in pictures - in house shipping available

574
Tray Lot FULL of Antique Cabinet and )ther Photos, Books, Military Papers and More - 
large size train locomotive and crew photos, kids transportation and wagons, horse 
and buggies, cars and tons of instant ancestors - in house shipping available

575

9 Pcs Mid Century Retro Glass Vases, Baskets and Sculptural Figures - amber slag with 
clear edge 26" free form swung vase and 16" basket, 13" cylinder jug vase with flat 
rim,  pr of 9 1/2" Murano slate blue and purple stylized duck figures, 14" 
orange ribbed swung vase, red flared panel console bowl, Fostoria blue Opal Heirloom 
sea form flat console bowl, J Poirier hand blown fish - in house shipping available
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576 Mid East Mfg. Pakistani Bag Pipes - in house shipping available

577

Box Lot Full of Antique Medieval Art Cards and Art Prints - 1000+ beautiful color plate 
versions of famous Renaissance grand religious theme paintings of the 1400s from 
France, most 7"-9".  in sets and as 9 1/2" x 6" art  cards with envelopes including 25+ 
angels, saints, martyrs and icons from  Les Heurs D'Anne de Bretagne Par Jean 
Bourdichon (XVe Siecle) Bibliotheque National  and 50  biblical grand themes from 
Etienne Chavalier's Book of Hours by Jean Fouqet Conde Museum of Chantilly Editions 
Verve Printed in France, - in house shipping available

578
3 Vintage Mellophone Brass Horns with Cases (As Is) - Bach serial #40505, Bach Serial 
#40503, & Vintage Donald Getzen Signature Series by Willson Marching Co. Brass 
Horn with Case (all 3 as is) {in house shipping available)

579

3 Toy Biz 1998 Resident Evil and RE Series 2 Action Figures Unopened in Bubble Packs 
- Video Game Super Stars Presents Capcom Resident Evil Series 44130 Chris Redfield 
with Aim and Shoot Action,  Series 2 No. 44140 Claire Refield with Aim and Shoot 
Action and Zombie Cop with Exploding Action, and Leon Kennedy with Aim and Shoot 
Action and Licker wirth Spinning Tongue Action -  back of package has character 
descriptions, details of action features - 1998 Capcom Co/ Toy Biz and 1999 Marvel 
Enterprises in House Shipping Available

580
Fine Oak Humidor And Contents - 12 1/2" X 9" X 5 3/4" tall. includes glass cigar tubes, 
leather pocket cigar case, Hygrometer and Credo Precision 70 humidity control insert
{in house shipping available}

581 1960s Silvertone Starburst Parlor Guitar S64 3/4 - Serial number 2716615Y, Made in 
USA {in house shipping available}

582 Antique Royal Manual Specialty Typewriter - 18" roller - as is {local pick up only or 
buyer arranges third party shipping}

583 Lot Of 3 Vintage Air Shot Rifles Daisey #25 & 2 Single Shot Unknown Maker. - Daisey 
working other 2 as is, one money {in house shipping available}

584 2 Hard Side Electric Guitar Cases - by Dean both with keys {local pick up only or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

585
Fenton 1930s G-70 Floral Embossed Pancake Lamp - All over acid etch/ embossed 
cherry blossom design in custard glass, matching shade is milk glass with worn custard 
finish - in house shipping available)

586 Pair of Contemporary Cast Iron Musician Sculptures - violin & harp players - 12.5" tall 
{in house shipping available}

587
12 1/2" Cambridge Crown Tuscan Gadroon Advertising Lamp - gadroon candy jar 
form, gold decorated with Gothic type "Cambridge Glass" on front, in house shipping 
available - (in house shipping available)

588

20+ Pcs Heisey Lariat Glassware - 8" fan vase with Moonglo cutting, 2 - 5" wine 
glasses, 4 - 5" and 1 - 4" sherbet/ champagnes, 3 sugar bowls and 2 creamers, 4 6" 
bread plates/ saucers and 2 8" cupped plates, 12" cheese and cracker relish, 8" 2 part 
and 3" tall bowls, 8" celery dish and 2 lids - in house shipping available
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589

Lot Of Childrens Books, Poems, & Set Of Shakespeare's Works - "Really So Stories" 
Elizabeth Gordon, The P F Volland Co. "Shakespeare's Works" 1-6 vol, New York Baker, 
Pratt & Co., "Wooden Willie" Johnny Gruelle, 1927 P F Volland Co. 6th edition, 
"Famous Poems" New York John W Lovell Co. "Authenticated History Of The Bell 
Witch" M V Ingram, 1961 Rare Book Reprints Paperback. "Drums" James Boyd, 1953 
Charles Scribner's & sons, " Adventures Of Tom Sawyer"  Mark Twain, 1891 American 
Publishing Co. "Peter Pan And Wendy J M Barrie, Charles Scribner's & sons, 1936, 
"The Red Fairy Book" Andrew Lang, Longmans, Green and Co. 1959, "Babes In The 
Woods" Copyright 1905 A E Wilcox, Hoomewood Publishing Co., "Kaspar Kroak's 
Kaleidoscope", Nims & Night Troy NY, "Palmer Cox Queer People"M A Donohue & 
Co.  (All Books As Is Used Bumps & Binding issues) See Photos or call and ask 1 727 
572 1567. {in house shipping available}

590 Hand Crafted Diamond Crown Humidor New in Box - cherry finish Majestic Humidor 
by Reed & Barton, holds 50 cigars  12 1/8"x7 1/8"x2 5/8" {in house shipping available}

591

Lot Of 10 Hummel Annual Plates, 4 Anniversary, 4 Cillector, 1 Bell, and 3 Mothers Day 
Occasion Bases - Plus 2 Goebel Collectors' Club pendents on chains in original gift 
boxes,  Annual Bell 1988,  Annual plates- 1978-1984,1989,1995, 2 of 1983, 3 Second 
anniversary 1980 plates, 1-1985 no box, Exclusive Goebel members only Valentine 
Girl, Daisies don't tell, and 2nd edition plaque, 1-relief plate Meditation from forever 
friends.  (all in boxes accept one),  {in house shipping available}

592

Argentina Silver Mate Cup with Gold Accents and Matching Bombilla - Mate cup is 
raised on attached 4 legged stand, heavy relief of farmer and cows with light gold 
wash accents and black background. Base of cup is marked Ind. Argentina Plata 900 
A76 (Industria Argentina .900 silver) bombilla strainer end is marked Ind Argentina 
A76 Plata .925 (sterling and stem is heavy , looks like sterling with heavy 18k gold 
layer or plate tip with hard to read mark. Mate cup weighs 5 troy oz, bombilla 1.5 troy 
oz {in house shipping available}

593 1991 Signed Art Glass Randall Grubb Vineyard Paperweight - with G cane and etched 
signature (great condition) {in house shipping available}

594

5 McFarlane Toys Comic Movie, Super Anti Hero Action Figures MIB - 2000 Feature 
Film Figures Edward Scissorhands and 2 Little Nicky (Little Nicky Sleeping with Mr 
Beefy and Gatekeeper with Gary the Monster), 2001 Animation from Japan 2 
Armitage Poly-Matrix III "Naomi Armitage"and 1996 Total Chaos Ultra Action Thresher 
with multiple weapons - all in original bubble pack, Naomi's pack is slightly flattened - 
in house shipping available

595

Full Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Avon, Monet, solid Perfume, Revcor, faux 
pearl, 928, glass beaded necklaces, etc. - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is 
not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house 
shipping available}

596
Tray of 75+ pcs. of Necklaces, Bracelets, & Earrings - all separated in plastic bags - we 
do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no 
guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

597
3 Danbury Mint "Shirley Temple" Two Of A Kind Collection - 1 "Our Little Girls" in box, 
"Sailor Girls" in box, and "Shirley and Her Doll" in box all 3 one money. {in house 
shipping available}

598 Gorgeous Madame Alexander Porcelain 14" Bride Doll By Danbury Mint NIB - {in 
house shipping available}
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599
Sealtest Sheffield Dairy Wooden Advertising Milk Bottle Crate Box - 16 X 13 X 10 3/4" 
open handles, metal banding logo on all sides. small cut above one handle see photo 
{in house shipping available}

600

13" Unglazed Spanish Colonial Black Earthenware Botijo Water Cooling Vessel - The 
natural ceramic of the botijo allows water to slowly evaporate through the body of 
the jar, cooling the liquid inside, blackened earthenware patination with wonderful 
calcite encrustation from age, subtle wavy accent designs around shoulder, minor 
surface flaking on fill spout and edge of handle, believed to be Spanish Colonial {in 
house shipping available}


